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LEARN-TO-SWIM REGISTRATION — Following one week 
of registration, 400 people have signed up at the
registration desk in the courthouse for the Red Cross
 Learn-To-Swim program. The first week of registration was
restricted to Calloway County residents, however, beg
inning tomorrow, registration will be accepted from people
in the surrounding area. Some classes are full, but sever
al sections have been added to this year's program enabling
a larger number of students to be served, according to 
Lucy Wright, Red Cross executive secretary. Those in-
terested in signing up for the classes may come to the court
house between 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
The registration desk will be in the main lobby of t
he first floor or in the Red Cross office on the third floor.
Registration will enciMay 25. 
Photo Sy Janice Martin
Sex Discrimination Case
Scheduled For Tuesday
A charge of sex discrimination in
, employment filed by Rosemary Lamb
against the Murray City Police
Department will be judged in a Ken-
tucky Commission on Human Rights
public hearing at 10 a.m. Tuesday in the
Common Council Chambers in Murray
City Hall.
The complaint alleges that Lamb was
denied employment as a police officer
because other sex. The respondent (the
city) denies having discriminated
against the complainant.
Lamb submitted an application to the
police department in March 1978, Bill
Phillips, city attorney said. He added
that her application was one of several
considered for openings on the force at
that time.
Three men, James Coates, Gary
Overbey and Ricky Latimer, were
hired as police officers.
Phillips stated that Lamb had said
that she felt she was as qualified as the
three men hired. For that reason and
since no women were employed by the
force as officers, Lamb said that she
felt discrimination had taken place,
according to PhilliPs. Lamb could not
.be .reitebe_d_for_tomrnent.
Gasoline Stockpiles Shrinking Across U.S.;
California Motorists Face Long Car Lines
By The Associated Press
Gasoline stockpiles are shrinking in
many parts of the nation, especially
when hit by the demands of weekend
motorists, but the tightest supplies are
in California where drivers lined up
before dawn today in some areas.
In Inglewood, Calif., lines wrapped
around the block from each of four
pumps at one station for two hours
before it opened at 7 a.m.
One 22-year-old Inglewood driver left
a nightclub at 3 a.m. Monday and went
straight to a gas station, where he
parked and waited until it opened six
hours later.
Elsewhere around the nation,
however, some stations relaxed slightly
_ now thit -they have received this
month's allocations of fuel. Many of
them had closed early and imposed
dollar sale limits a week ago, when
weekend traffic _ coincided with the
bottorn of April's supplies
In Albany, NY., a local newspaper
checked 110 stations Sunday and found
fli closed and 32 open.
Jimi Benton, executive director of the
• Gasoline Retailers Association of
Northeastern New York said he was
surprised at the findings.
"I figured we would have 50 _to 60 per
cent closed Sunday4.nn emir area," he
said.
-one California driver, whose
Volkswagen ran dry just as he rolled
into a three-block-long line outside a
gas station open near Dodger Stadium
Sunday spent two hours pushing his car
as the line inched toward the gas pump.
"As bad as it was, I was just grateful
to have gas," he said. "A lot of lines I
saw earlier in the day were twice as
long."
Despite the shortages in California,
tourist attractions like Disneyland and
Knott's Berry Farm - built around
tourists who arrive in cars - reported
















Clear tonight. Lows in the
upper 50s to low 60s. Partly sunny




outlook for Wednesday through
Friday calls for, warm tem-
peratures through the period with
widely scattered showers
passible Thursday. Highs in the
upper 70s to lower 808. Lows in
the mid 50s to mid 60s.
But one attraction that fell short was
the Cinco de Mayo celebration in
downtown Los Angeles, where
President Carter appeared. Last year,
an estimated 10,000 persons crowded _
the Civic Center mall. This time, fewer
"than 2,000 persons turned out.
"I don't want to mislead you. It's
going to get worse," Carter told the
gathering Saturday. "There is less fuel
in the future and you'll pay more for
it."
He said he would ask Energy
Secretary James Schlesinger to
"immediately determine the facts" of
why shortages are more serious in
California than in the rest of the nation.
Carter said the lines could become a
nationwide problem by summer.
Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr. has
proposed that California ease the
shortage through a gasoline
distribution system tied to vehicle
license plate numbers.
Some counties, including Los
Angeles, were expected to adopt 1.1-
plan today.
At a Hollywood station on Saturday, a
man cut in front of about 50 motorists.
When an angry group moved toward
him, he pulled a derringer and held off
the crowd with the gun while he filled
his tank, police said.
He was still pumping when he was
arrested, officers said.
A tow truck driver told police that
about 20 persons tried to mug him
Saturday as he took six gallons of gas to
a motorist whose car had run dry while
waiting in a line outside a station.
Also last week, police said, a
1 pregnant woman was allegedly at-
tacked by a man because he claimed
she cut in front of him in line, and a 60-
year-old woman,' who pulled her car
into a line of waiting cars, was pulled
out of her car by five men dressed in
business suits. ̀ ..,One slammed the door
on her foot and the other spat on her,"
dealer Fred Jacob said.
Some Rationing Coupons Ready
By HARRY F. RQSENTHAL
Associated Press Wrtter
WASHINGTON (AP) - Gas
rationing on no, your government is
ready. Well, almost.
The coupons that may someday .keep
the country mobile are buried under
two feet of concrete.
They await the day, if that day ever
comes, when America must ladle out its
gasoline - so 'much and no more - to
every driver.
There are enough coupons, 4.8 billion
of them, to get rationing off to a good
start if Congress approves a standby
program being proposed by President
Carter.
But the bureaucratic machinery is
riot in place.
Arthur Harriman, program analys
with the Department of Energy, says
there would have to be "pre-
implementation tests" to have a plan
ready. There would have to be an ac-
countability system. And decisions on
distribution would have to be made.
"Under a crash program we could do
the pre-implementation - work in six
months and when the plan is at a
readiness state we could be off and
running in 45 to 60 days," Harriman
said. "We're talking about et,ght
months total."
It took four months and most of the
capacity of the Bureau of Printing and
Engraving to produce the coupons
during the 1973-1974 oil crisis. They
were stored in a number of places until
brought together at the army storage
depot near Pueblo, Colo., in 1975.
The coupons, wrapped like grocery
store oranges, were placed in earth
covered, concrete "ammunition igloos"
built in World War II.
.The "Pueblo Depot Activity," as the
place is called, is humidity controlled
by nature, receiving annual rainfall of
less than 11 inches a year.
The coupons, one-third the size, of
dollar bills, are printed 16 to the sheet
and packaged in 100-sheet lots. A
portrait of George Washington, iden-
tical to the one on a dollar bill, is on
each coupon.
"The idea was that the man on the
street could see if he had a genuine one
by folding the coupon and a dollar bill
next to each other to see if the portraits
matched," says Harry Clements, ac-
Senate To DecideTuesday
On Gas Rationing Plan
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate is
set to deCide Tuesday whether to ap-
prove a gasoline rationing plan for
President Carter to implement during
the next energy crisis.
The Senate vote is the first of several
that must be taken in both houses this
week on presidential plans for rationing
as well as temperature controls in large
buildings, closing gasoline stations on
weekends, and limiting the use of
outdoor lighting.
Any plan will die lilt fails to gain the
approval of both houses by next Sun-
day, a timetable set under a 1975 law
that directed the president to draft the
conservation proposals.
Either house may move to approve a
plan, even though it. may have been
rejected by a committee or cleared for
floor action without a favorable
recommendation.
It appears the weekend station
closing plan is doomed, although it may
be resurrected In both chambers.
Weekend closing was rejected by the
House Commerce Committee and
shelved without a vote in the Senate
Energy Committee. Instead, the Senate
panel approved legislation that would
give the president more latitude ir




Circuit Court Judge James M
Lassiter convened the grand jury for
the May term of the Calloway County
Circuit Court this morning.
Members of the grand jury are
Marilyn McGinnis, Barbara Erwin.
Owen Billington, Paul Claypool.'.
Dorothy Wilson, . Graves Morris,
Charles Knott, Rubin K. James, Donna
Kay Jackson, L. K. Pinkley, Frani
Ryan and Mary Hopson.
The grand jury will consider charge
and tour the county buildings. A list of
Indictments and a report on the
buildings will be returned thursdie
morning.
ting director of the Bureau of Printing
and Engraving.
Officials have taken a lot of flak for
that idea. It was discovered early that
mounting the coupon on a piece of
paper cut to the size of a dollar bill
allowed the coupon to be exchanged for
coins in a dollar bill changer.
"It wasn't an oversight in the sense
that some people think it was," Clrnents
says. "The coupons are really more
valuable as coupons than as change."
The coupons were left unnumbered
and that, too, has brought criticism.
"It would have required an osier- -
printing process anyway, a separate
step in production, Clements says.
"And there was a question on whether
there was any point in numbering a
coupon used only one time."
1fls .
WRECK — A two-car collision'oecurred shortly before noon Saturday on the Highway 121 bypass. According to
police reports, Kenneth W. Wilkerson, Route 1, Murray, was headed east on 121. Wilkerson stopped to make a right
turn when another east-boond car, driven by Susan Gevenden, Route t, Fancy Farm, attempted to pas
s him on the
right. Reports stated that the Gevenden vehicle struck the right side and the front of the Wilkerson car then con-
tinued on to hit a parOd truck in the parking lot of Pet World. Tammy L. Holmes, Route 1, Hickory, a passenger in
the Gevenden car, was taken to Murray-Calloway County Hospital where she was treated for contusions and
Stan Photo 0he Gene Mit( pttheon
Phillips added that the public safety
committee, composed of Murray City
Council members, interviews new
officers and had given four specific
reasons why Lamb was not hired.
According to Paul Jerry Lee, Murray
police chief, a person desiring to join
the police department must fill out an
application, have a _background check,
have interviews with the public safety
committee and captains on the force
and have a recommendations made to
the city council by the committee arid
the captains.
Ricardo Sisney, a member of the




David Kubach, a poet currently
serving on a Poetry-In-The-Schools
program will present a Poetry
Workshop at the Calloway County
Public Library Thursday, May 10, at
7:00 p.m., and again on Thursday, May
17.
Kubach, from Wisconsin, attended
Central State College in Wisconsin, the
University of Montana and was
awarded a scholarship to Branders




GOLDEN .POND - Authentic old-
time music may be heard at the Devils
Elbow Fiddlers' Championship
Saturday, June 17, during the tenth
annual Arts and Crafts Festival in
TVA's Land Between The Lakes (LBL).
Over $400 in cash prizes will be
'awarded to winners in the senior fid-
dler, junior fiddler, banjo, and
bluegrass band categories.
The event is sponsored by the
Jonathan-Aurora Action Committee
and LBL. Registration begins at 10 a.m.
in the Environmental Education Center
in LBL. The contests begin at noon and
continue through 5 p.m.
No electric amplification or arums
will be permitted in any category.
Contestants must perform two tunes in
eliminations and finals. -Tunes used in
the eliminations may not be used in the
finals. Three finalists will be selected in
all categories. Contestants performing
in the individual performer categories
may perform unaccompanied or with
one or two accompanists.
Good rhythm, creativity, taste, a feel
for the music, and execution are the
Judging categories. Fiddlers are ad-
vised to avoid playing songs that "have
been picked to death," including
"Foggy Mountain Breakdown";
"Earl's Breakdown"; "John Henry";
and "Orange Blossom Special." The
use of Scruggs tuners will not be per-
mitted.
For additional information contact
Devils Elbow Fiddlers' Championships,
TVA, Land Between The Lakes, Golden
Pond, Kentucky 42231, or telep.hone
(502) 924-5602, extension 221.
was employed by the Wisconsin Arts
Board as part of the state!s Artists-In-
The-SchOol program and most recently
was chosen by the Wausau Area Per-
forming Arts Foundation to serve as
Poet-In-The-City. Kubach has taught
creative writing to students and adults
and conducts workshops in poetry
readings for teachers and writers.
His publications include the books
"An April Feast and Other Poems,"
"Whales and Sunshine, Witches and
Spaghetti," and "Chequarnegon." His
poems have been_Rlibb.sbed„.41,Sev!=fal
magazines and journals and many of
his essays and reviews have appeared
in professional journals. The poet is
working in all the Murray city schools
on a grant awarded by the Kentucky
Arts Commission for a period of, six
weeks.
The workshop to be conducted at the
Public Library will be open to all ages
free of charge. Persons are invited to
bring their own poetry for recitatiorr'
and diitiquing. Kubach will include
general tips and writing information as
part of the sessions and will share some
of his own published work.
"I am enthusiastic about the
possibility of working with adults in the
community as I received such a per!.
sonal satisfaction with the results of
past workshops," Kubach commented.
"I hope that many older adults who
write poetry for their own pleasure will




Murray Head Start will hold a
recruitment and registration day for all
interested parents on Thursday, May
10, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Center,
located on North 16th Street in the Child
Studies Building, Murray State
University campus.
Head Start is a federally funded
program serving ten percent over-
income children, ten percent hare
dicapped, and the remainder low in-
come children. The program is funded
to serve 80 county and city children.
The program will accept applications
for 3, 4, and 5 year old children.
All persons who desire to register
their children, but who cannot come to
the Center on May 10, may call 753-7286
between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m.
released, a hospital spokesman s*.
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1 Events Listed For Community Calendar
Monday, PAay 7
General meeting of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
at? p.m. at the club house. All
members of all departments
are urged to attend.
Reservations for the ladies
day luncheon for Wednesday
at the Murray Country Club
should be made by today with
Libby Hart, chairman oof the
hostesses.
Calloway Band Boosters
will meet at the band room of
the Calloway County High
School at 7 p.m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. at the church.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
Murray Lodge No. 105 F. &
A. M. will meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Masonic Hall, Highway 121
North.
First,/ Baptist Church
Womer/s Groups will meet as
follow: Lottie Moon with
Frances Brown at 7 p.m., and
Kathleen Jones with Louise
Tarry at 7:15 p.m.
la=
Monday, May?
Singles Unlimited will meet
at 7:3 p.m. at the social hall of
the First United - Methodist
Church. This is for all single
adults over 18 years of age.
Parents Anonymous will
meet at 7:15 p.m. For in-
formation call 759-1792 or 753-
9261.
Calloway County Dry
League and Citizens for Drug
Control will meet at 7 p.m. at
the Woodmen of the World
Hall. All members and In-
terested persons are urged to
attend.
Tuesday. May 8
Groups of CWF of First
'Christian Church will meet as
follows: I at home of Mrs.
Henry Fulton at 10 a.m. and
IV at home of Mrs. Robert
Puttoff at 7:30 p.m. with
program by Mrs. Corinne
McNutt.
Mothers' Morning Out will
be held at 9 a.m. at the First
United Methodist Church.
Groups of First Baptist
Church .Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Smith at 9a .m., II with Mrs.
Fred Phillips at 10 a.m., Annie
Armstrong with Mrs. Paul
Lyons at 12 noon, and III with
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meet as follows: Paris Road
with Charlene Curd at 1 p.m.,
Coldwater with Mrs. Newel
Doores, and New Providence
with Gayle Herndon.
Hazel Senior Citizens ac-
tivities will be at the Hazel
Community Center starting at
11 a.m. with lunch at 11:45
a. m.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For in-
formation call 753-0929.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Com-
munity Center at 10 a.m.
Murray TOPS Club. will
meet at 7 p.m. at the Health
Center.
Calloway County Y.F.Aettes
will meet at the Murray
Vocational School at 7:30 p.m.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. W. L. Alford, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Max
Brandon, and Maryleona
Frost with•MrS. David Henry,
all at 9:30 'a.m., and Faith
Doran at the church at 2 p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall. The initiation
has been postponed: 
All WMU groups of Sinking
Spring Baptist Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the church
with the Rev. Ronnie Adams
to present the program.
Tuesday, May 8
St. Leo's Women's Guild will




meet as follows: Pottertown
at 10 a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord; New
Concord with Mrs. Darrel
Mitchell at 1 p.m.; Harris
Grove with Mrs. William Ray
at 1 p.m.; Pacers with Joan
Brun at 930 a.m.
Session of the North
Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian Church will
meet at 7 p.m. at the home of
Edwin Cain.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church will meet as
follows; Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. John Fortin at 6:30 p.m.:
Hannah with Mrs. Chuck
Guthrie at 7:30 p.m.;
Wesleyan, place and time not
listed.
From Pulp to Paper" will
be the special program at
.Empire Farm, land Between
the Lakes. from 9:30 a.m. to 1
p.m.
Wednesday, May 9
Murray Bass Club will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at the Triangle
Restaurant.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 11 a.m. for ac-
tivities .by the Hazel Senior
Citizens including program by.
Clara Bramley, craft day, and
birthelv party for each one
having a birthday in May.
Lunch will be served at 11:45
a. m.
Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30 p.m.
Hams Grove Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. D'AngelO
Mrs. Carmen D'Angelo
opened her home for the April
meeting of the Harr ig Grove
Homemakers Club with the
president, Mrs. Alfred Taylor,
presiding, and Mrs. D'Angelo
giving the devotion.
The major lesson on
"Repairing and - Updating
Interior Walls" was presented
by Mrs. Bill Wrather.
Mrs. Marvin Parks spoke on
"Color In The Home. '
"Tidbits of Health" was the
subject discussed by Mrs.
Jack Cavanaugh.
Three members-- Mrs.
Clifton L. Jones, Mrs. Howard
Wendt and Mrs. Eugene
Nance- attended the lesson on
"String Needlepoint" at the:
Extension office. Mrs. Jones
 elisplayed-her..- work, .and. Mrs..




present along with two guests,
Mrs. I. Wrablik and Little
Miss Johna Jones.
Jesse Marler from The
Lemon Tree Health Food
Store was also _a guest arid
served Organic carrot juice ht-
had made. . .
Mrs. DI-Angelo ser.
refreshments.
Xi Alpha Delta ChapterQf
BSP Holds Recent Meetings
Mike Jackson, a sophomore
and member of the Calloway
County High School Speech
Team, spoke on "Adver-
tising" at the meeting of the
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority held




reports being given by Linda
Fain, secretary, Dortha
Stubblefield, treasurer, Linda
Rogers, Edna Vaughn, and
Rita Burton.
.New officers elected were





Linda Rogers, extension of-
ficer.
Debbie Vallifor won the door
prize. Visitors present were
Pam Thornton, Debbie
Vallifor, Marc Fain, Mike
Jackson, and Greg and Lori
Rogers.
At the March 22nd meeting
held at the home of Linda
Rogers_ Easter bunnies and
baskets were made. These
were taken to the Westview
Nursing Home by the girls on
April 5 where they' also
decorated the doors and
talked with the patients.
The Parliamentary
Procedure team from Murray
State University which won
first place in state competition
and will compete in the
nationals in June presented a
program at a recent meeting
of the chapter held with
Joretta Randolph as hostess.
Mrs. Randolph also
presented a program on






St. Leo's Catholic Church
Women's Guild will have its
annual dinner . party on
Tuesday, May 8, at 6:30 p.m.
with husbands as guests -of
members.
A Hawaiian theme is
planned for the evening, ac-
cording to Sandra Tidwell,
chairman, who will be
assisted tly Anna Mary





(AP) - Grand Canyon
celebrates its 60th an-
niversary as a national park
this year.
It was designated as such by
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. FOR TUESDAY, MAY 8, 1979
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
k Mar. 21 to Apr. 19). o
Get more than one estimate
re medical expenses. The
unexpected is possible con-
cerning either romance or
- The _club will meet Wed- taint partnership funds. Be
nesday„ May 9, at 1 p.m. at th€ flexible.
home of Mrs. William Ray TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May.20)
Plans madalh—secret may
°unexpectedly come _ to light.POTENTIAL RECRUIT
SUN CITY, Ariz.
The Marine Corps IS K
for -a few good men,"
this retirement community
R.E. Roberts, 79, a retir
newspaperman, received 6
Marine recruitmen: letter.
addressed to him personal::..
__promising a  better lob, gepri
salary, promotions and other
benefits.
"Either the Mannes art .:
bad shape or the country
said Roberts, a World Wa-
Army veteran who foil,-
handto-hand in the trenchcs •
France and wor. a Pur
Heart.
"I was reluctant to hat •
turn down the offer, but w:
you are a few months fr
your 80th birthday, you sor• •
hesitate about such a :
venture," he said
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(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) 4--/e)-
Secretiveness on your part
will arouse other's suspicions.
Be less defensive. Don't let the
unexpected in romance affect
health adversely.
§AGITTARIUS
(Nov. ..,2 to Dec. 211 id
Don't let others undermine
your work efforts. A clan-
destine outing may not work
out in the way you iwridcipate.
A time for discretion.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) NP1-1\
Don't waste flattery on a
superior who could care less.Pay attention to health Efforts to impress others may
matters, but don't overdo boomerang. Unexpected
when it comes to physical guests may disrupt routine.
exercise. AQUARIUS
GEMINI (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18i
May 21 to June 20) g It's one of those days when
Hidden tensions affect you crack a joke and no one
romance. Social plans are laughs. In some way. your
subject to changes. Don't, let remarks could be map-
'expectations' cause youlo propriate to the occasion.
neglect what needs to be done. PISCES 
g;'?CANCER Feb. 19 to Mar. zo,i
June 21 to July 22) Don't be rushed into signing
Don't expect friends to anything. Power play tactics
ignore that domestic problem. mar communications. Watch
Get the house in order before out for unexpected loss of cash
inviting others over, or or valuables.
postpone get-togethers.
LEO YOU BORN TODAY are
(July 23 to Aug. 221 4121.-.Q-2/: ambitious and drawn towards
Insisting on your own way big business. Banking, real
doesn't help matters. Don't let estate, and large enterprises
pride be your downfall, provide suitable outlets for
Distant matters could cause a yotir -drive to the top. In early
change in plans. .. —rife, it's important that you
like your work - otherwise,
V EFIGO r-o-x you're liable to drift or to
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221 become listless. Your Taurean
Legal advice could be costly nature is also at home in the
now. Don't let sentiment af- arts. Writing, poetry, and
fect business dealings. A music are possible oc-
nervousAuality accompanies cupations or hobbies. You
romantic matters, have a flair for organization
LIBRA arid raising money for your
Sept. 23 to Oct. 221 "'vete- pet causes. Philanthropic and
You may seem unbending or generous, you do best when
difficult to some business not interfered with. Birthdate
associates. Tone down per- of: Harry.
sonality. Unexpected ex- president; Fulton Sheen,













Then each day you ve got your choice
of a Baked Potato or French Fries Toast
any Drink and a trio to our Soup n
Salad Bar
summti STOCKADE.






KATHY TIRNER, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Turner of Murray Route I. was the winner in the State Bible
Drill Tournament held at the Walnut Street Baptist Church,
Louis% ille, on April 28. She represented the Blood River
Baptist Association, and is from the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. This is her third year to win the Bible Drill Tour-
nament. Kathy is a sixth grade student at Southwest
Calloway Elementary School.
COMPLETE FAMILY DEP'T. STORE
MON'i S A WINNER
I. Our Modierk Day Saileini
GIFTS FOR MOTHER
DRESSES 44,For Her Summer best
Choose from a large
selection of styles,
and easy care fabrics
-------
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Early signs of acne
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
son is only 7 years old and
already he is developing
signs of acne. His face along
the jaw line and also his
upper arms are covered
with tiny bumps that look
distinctly like pimples. Sev-
eral have already come to a
head.
I'm very concerned be-
cause I developed this prob-
lem in early childhood and
am still coping with it at age
26. Added to the general
acne problem I also devel-
oped and still have large
clusters of blackheads. I
have them on my neck and
on my breastbone: It's un-
sightly as well as embar-
rassing. Is iere anything
that can be done to prevent
the some thing from happen-
ing to my son? This type of
problem can cause him to be
self-conseiqus and eventu-
ally lose much of his confi-
dence. I know because I was
terribly shy as a child.
Please help.
DEAR READER - That's
a little early for the acne
problem but it can occur.
Usually acne problems be-
gin in the teens and contrary
to popular opinion, people
oho are prone to acne may
experience it for the rest of
their Idea
Acne iriludes the problem
of blackheads, wtuteheads
and.pimple formation. They
are all related. These condi-
tions are caused by the ex-
cessive formation of sebum,
the oily secretion formed by
skin glands. The usual medi-
cal approach is to decrease
the excessive oily sebum
formation, improve the
drainage of the oils to pre-
vent blackheads and use an-
tibiotics that prevent small
bacteria from splitting the
fatty sebum into chemicals
that are irritating to the
skin.
The pimple is an inflam-
matory reaction caused by a
breakdown of the fatty
sebum. Now I'd like to say at
once that your young son
cannot use antibiotics just
yet. During teeth formation,
the common antibiotics used
for this purpose can discolor
the enamel of the teeth.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 8-2,
Acne Can Be Treated. Other
readers who want this issue
can send 50 cents with a
long, stamped,. self-ad-
dressed envelope for it. Send
your request to me in care of
this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. It will
give you more details about
the causes of acne and what
can be done about it.
Since your son is only 7
years old and this is a little
unusual, I think you proba-
bly should have him see a
dermatologist. You're per-
fectly right in saying these
conditions can undermine a
--person's confidence. It can
certainly affect his appear-
Carol Hibbard and Madelyn
Lamb Win At Ladies Play
Carol iiibbirtralitt Madeiyn
Lamb were co-medalists at
the second ladies day of the
golf season at the Mnfray
Country Club on Wednesday,
May 2. —
Others named were a tie for
low • in the second flight bet-
ween Edith Garrison, Euldene
Robinson, and Alice Purdom,
a tie between Mary Watson
and Mary Belle Overbey for
- low in the third flight, and a tie
for overall low putts between
Alice Purdom and Evelyn
Jones.
Hostess for the Wednesday,
May 9, ladies day will be
• Sandy Coleman who asked
that persons call her at 753-
8064 or someone in the four-
some if they are unable to
come. Anyone wishing to play,
but not listed below, may
come and be paired at the tee.
The lineups are as follows:
'No. 1 Mt.:-
9..a 44RefitC.N.B14):.4°
-Purami, Franpes Hulse, in
Alice Purdomt
9:05 am.-Elizabeth Shish-
meyer, Norma Frank, Ann






Shuffett, and Mary Watson.
9:20 a.m.-Lois Keller, Betty
Lowry, Toni Hopson, and Jerri
Andersen.
No.4 Tee-
9 am.-Eddie Mae Outland,
Exie Hill, Lorraine Maggard,
and Faira Alexander.
9:05 a.m.-Inus Orr, Vicki
Baker, Nancy Fandrich. and
Madelyn Lamb, Janice Howe,
and Betty Stewart.
9:15 am.-Dorothy Fike,
Carol Hibbard, Penny Cap-
pock, and Mickey Phillips.
No. 7 Tee-
9 am.-Anna Mary Adams,




ance on a long-terin basis if
severe acne develops and
causes scarring.
Home remedies for most
other people really are di-
rected toward keeping the
skin clean by washing all the
areas involved with warm
water and mild soap two or
three times a day. The skin
can also be dried by wiping
it off frequently with simple
alcohol sponges.
It's often not mentioned
but sunlight is remarkably
helpful in some people in
clearing acne conditions. It
won't work in all cases but it
shouldn't be forgotten as an
aid.
I'm sure your doctor will
be able to determine
whether your son really has
acne or if he has a little skin
infection that needs treat-
ment. He will also be able to
give you guidance and help
you in managing your son's
skin condition so he will
have the best opportunity to
avoid excessive acne and
scarring problems.
The world's first locomotive
began service on the English
Pen-y-Darran Railway in 1801.
Luncheon, Golf: Tennis, Bridge
Planned By Women, Murray Club
The regular ladies day
luncheon of the Murray
Country Club will be held
Wednesday, May 9, at 12 noon
at the club with Libby Hart as
chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by today by calling Mrs.
Hart.
Other luncheon hostesses
will be Ella Mae Quer-
termous, Polly Garland,
Louise Lamb, lame Williams,




Joann Shinners, and Martha
Chamberlain.
Tennis, golf, and bridgewill
be played in the morning with
Carolyn Bradshaw and Sharon
Brown as tennis hostesses,
Sandy Coleman as golf
hostess, and Ruth Kennedy




District 17, Unit 1, of the
Licensed Practical Nurses
Association made and
delivered Easter baskets to




thanks to Roses Department
Store for furnishing the
baskets, Big John's Grocery
for furnishing _ the . Easter
grass, and Storey's Food
Giant Store for furnishing the
Easter candy.
Poplar Spring Baptist Church
WMU Gives Programs At Pl'eS
the piano for ,:singers who
were the Rev. .Ronnie Adams,
Freida AdaMs, Lori Adams,
Guy Due; Etta Dick, Ruby
Farm* Sally Van Natter,
Earl Van Natter, Muriel
Wright, Lois Smith, Mildred
Thompson, Cloia Campbell,
Kay Taylor, and Shirley
Werts, along with a guest,.
Carroll Todd from Scherer-
sville, Ind.
At Westview Kay Taylor
sang a solo, "God Walks The
• Dark Hills," and the Rev.
Adams gave the devotion
reading from Luke 15.
At Fern Terrace Freida
Adams played the piano and
sang "Aris Again," and the
Rev. Adams played the guitar
and sang and also gave the
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at the Westview
Nursing Home and the
residents of Fern Terrace
Lodge for the April meeting.
Mrs. Louise Short played
Disharmony From
The Key-Bored
By Abigail Van Buren
1979 by Ch,capc, 7,,bune SY News SSna fr,<.
- -- •
DEAR ABBY: I never thought I'd be writing a Dear Abby
letter, but I must speak out in defense of PIANO LESSON
HATER, to whom you said, "I've had thousands of people
tell me they were sorry they quit piano, but nut one ever
said he was GLAD he quit."
Mary Belle Overbey. Well, now you. can retract your statement!
9:10 a.m.-Cecelia Brockr--- My mother was a piano teacher who made me practice an
hour every day from the time I was 8 until I was 15. ilrn a
boy.) I never Was very good and I hated that kind of music. I
finally talked her into letting me quit piano and take guitar
lessons. I rented a guitar and worked at every odd jab S
could get to pay for my own lessons and nobody had to nag
me to practice, either. (I loved country-and-western and
ballads, and still do.)
I suppose I should thank my Mom for having exposed me
to music in the first place, but when a kid reaches a certain
age, he should be allowed to select his own instrument and
his own kind of music. What do you think'? .
HATED PIANO-LOVES GUITAR
McRe nolds and ChrisY
Gyahain
9:10 aati:-Diirii-Vgriticiaii;
Ann Haney, Thelma Eckerdt,
and Billie Carroll.
9 : 1 5. a.m.--Jerelene
Sullivan, Edith Garrison,








You get french fries, cote slaw,
hush puppies and
all the delicious fish fillets
you can eat!
°n1Y $279
le, pa' e10 D •
Monday & Tuesday
DEAR HATED: I think my answer was out of-ttane with
. _Lbw Shaes-„Atieast. iLeeztainbrairackia figt1IJAKIv.it_k !POof my readers: Read on for more diselsords.
DEAR ABBY: Please don't encourage parents to force
music lessons on their children.
My wife and I decided that our son should take piano
lessons when he was 9. tlo-likea- it at first, then lost intere.•t:
but we forced him to take hialris and practice an hour a day
for three years.
Finally he persuaded us to let him quit piano and take
clarinet. Then he quit clarinet and took trumpet. Then he
quit trumpet to take guitar. After he quit guitar be took up
drums! ,•.
The boy had absolutely no talent. It wa"' s a-vaste of our
money and his time. In my opinion, forcing music lessons on
children is a form of child abuse!
LONG-SUFFERING DAD
DEAR ABBY: I had piano lessons shoved-dowality-l-hroat
for three miserable years. Practicing was punishment and
recitals were torture. When I quit, even my teachercelebrated. She often told me she felt guilty taXing_rry
parents' money.
NO REGRETS IN MINNEAP01.1:,
DEAR ABBY: This .is an open letter to parents who a-ri.forcing their children to take piano lessons lortrumpet, clarinet, etc.). STOP!
If you want your children to learn about good music. takethem to concerts when theyre small. Even if they don't payclose attention, they'll absorb something each time.At Christmastime take them to a local ballet compai
"Nutcracker." They'll love it.
Expose them to opera* getting -Live From The Met'. onyour radio every Saturday afternoon. Even if the_y:re &wiltsomething else, the ba/ckground music will become more andmore familiar each me they hear it.
And lastly, give hem akcess to a good record player andfine classical rec rds.
I spent five recious years )from 8 to 13) hating pa•lessons, drea ng recitals and feeling guilty about. the hzirdj earned mon a, spent on lessons for me. My love for claseamusic can from listening to records at a friend's houseThe p,1rent who forces a child to learn an instrumentshould . xamine his own desires; and perhaps take lessonihimsett. You're never too old 43 learn.
SHARON IN ORONO,




after a WELCOME WAGON eau.
As your Hostess, It's nty job to help you make therive of your new neighborhood. Our shopping areas.Community opportunities. Spacial attractions. Lots of factsto sere you time and money.
Plus a basket of gifts tor yoor hanky.I'll be listening for your call.
Inge King 492-8348 Miry Hamilton 751-5570
Earl Van Natter led the
closing prayers at both places.
Oaks Club Women
Play_Wednesday
Mary Bogard was Medalist
for the regular ladies day golf
held on Wednesday, May 2, at
the Oaks Country Club.
Others named were Carolyn
Caldwell, second low, and
Burlene Brewer, low putts.
The ladies will play golf on
Wednesday, May 9, with
pairings to be made athe tee.
Doris Rose will be the golf
hostess.
Spiceland & Prentice
Wedding Vows Are Read
Miss Beverly Lynn
Spiceland and Steven Paul
Prentice were united in
marriage by the Rev. Richard
Prochnow at the Calvary
Baptist Church in Macomb Ill.
on April 14 at 6 p.m. in a
candlelight ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of
Mrs. Lucy Spiceland of
Sterling, 111., and the late Dr.
Jack Spiceland, and the
granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Clyde Spiceland of
Murray. The groom Is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. C. Paul
Prentice of Macomb.
Jan Fowler, sister of the
groom, served as the matron
of honor. The bridesmaids
were Gayle and Sharon
Spiceland, sisters of the bride;
Linda Jensen and Cindy
Stillman of Sterling; Cindy
England of Macomb; and
Joan Harrison of Bir-
mOigham, Ala.
Stan Prentice served as his
twin brother's best man.
Groomsmen were Duane
Prentice, brother of the
groom; Ronnie Fowler of
Macomb; Rod Prentice of
Varna, Ill.; Dave Bradley of
Carthage; John Garner of
Macomb and Statesboro,
Georgia; and Norman Hill of
Morganfield.
Ushers were Don Hill of
Morganfield, Mark Howard of
Rockford, Ill., and Brad Quick
of Sterling.
' Jeannine Fowler, the
groom's niece, was flower




reception was held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
Following a short wedding
trip, the couple will reside in
Macomb.
The bride is 1976 graduate of
Sterling High School and has
attended Samford University
in Birmingham, Ala. She is
presently attending Western
Illinois University where she
is majoring in Foods and
Nutrition-Dietetics-
The groom is a 1974
graduate of Macomb High
School and is also a graduate
of Western Illinois University.
lie H is presently a graduate
11 r. and 111-s. Steven Paul Prentice
assistant at WIU where he is degree in Industrial'working on his Master's Education and Technology."
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Strawberry Season
Sale) One Week Mon.-Sat. May 7-12
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Knitting Yarn
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The Voluntary Effort — It's
Working For You" is the theme
being observed this week by the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital along with other
hospitals across the nation
during National Hospital Week
(May -12).
The slogan signifies the
hospital's commitment to an
all-out nationwide effort to
contain health care costs so
patients will be assured of high
quality care.
• Through voluntary effort
hospitals people are working
for you. They're developing
more efficient ways to do their
job:and more productive ways
to ensure thay patients receive
the care they need. They're
finding ways to stretch health
care dollars while upholding





Hospital is operating on a $9.2
million budget this year and
employs 465 persons. Of the
total budget almost half, $4.5
million, goes to salaries and
wages.,
That's big business and a
boost to the local economy!
But the best part is the
hospital's philosphy: The
highest quality care for the
lowest cost possible in Murray,
Kentucky.
Health care must continue to
be the finest available
anywhere and the best way to
ensure that is to maintain its
affordability as well as its
excellence.
Even though local health care
costs have risen in recent
years, the local hospital has
maintained its position as
having the lowest-costs among
facilities of its type in-the area.





FRANKFORT — The delay in calling
a special federal grand jury to hear
results of a 10-month F.B.I in-
vestigation of state government has
become embroiled in the Democratic
primary.
Asst. U.S. Atty. Gen. Pat Molloy in
Lexington asked for the special grand
piry back in January but no federal
source will discuss any action or lack of
tiction taken on the request.
. Kentucky voters are entitled to an
::explanation and the curtain should be
lifted from the candidates. George
:Atkins and Carroll Hubbard have both
:,charged that Gov. Julian Carroll has
'used his influence in Washington to
delay the grand jury probe until after
the May 29 primary. Carroll is sup-
porting Terry McBray'er, former.
Commerce Commissioner and former
aide to the governor.
Forty or more FBI agents have been
reported as looking into state contracts,
leases, property purchases, truck tax
;exemptions, strip mine permits,
vehicle transfers.
%OP
Last week and FBI agent interviewed
James Vernon, a Democratic candidate
for lieutenant governor after he made a
statement that an informed source told
him the grand jury was being delayed
.for political reasons. -
.7 It wouldn't seem possible that a
;Fend jury called now could end its
-investigation before the May primary,
-bat if something isn't done it will drag
into the November general election.
: This cloud hangs heavy over the
present administration and has the
possibility of tarnishing anyone the
administration supports for elective
office.
The two Republican candidates for
governor, former Gov. Louie B. NuNi
and former State Senator Ray White of
Bowling Green. aren't mentioning this
• in their primary battle. But the winner
is certain to use it against the Democrat
nominee this fall if the investigation
isn't terminated.
The other major Democratic can-
didates for governor are Lt. Gov.
Thelma Stovall, John Y. Brown Jr., and
Harvey Sloane, former Louisville
'Mayor.
It got tangled in the race for
lieutenant governor last week on a
television news show when vernon
accused Bill Cox of being involved in
the investigation. The records of Ligon
Trucking company, a firm for which
Cox formerly worked, have been
:subpoenaed by the FBI.
Vernon asited Cox to withdraw from
the race for the good of the party. Cox
denied he is involved and threatened to
sue Vernon for libel.
It's all a sorry mess that should not be
involved in a race for such a respon-
sible office, but the present ad-
"ministration made the record that is
being investigated. Also involved fs a
contract with a consulting firm in
Nashville nhat had a contract with the '
Department of Human Resources.
This presents a murky picture in
what is undoubtedly the most expensive
Democratic primary in Kentucky
,history
McBrayerihad received and spent
about 900,000 dollars according to his
report to the Election Commission on
Finance. Brown is nearing a half
million and others are above $300,000.
It is true Carroll spent more than
$900,000 in his primary race four years
ago against slight opposition, but there
are six in this race with sizeable
campaign chests.
Meanwhile, the . Republicans are
smiling on the side while watching the
Democrats fight one another, feeding
the Republicans ammunition to be used
in the fall.
It would be unfortunate if the delay in
the investigation should smear a
candidate, and then the investigation
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The Story Of
Carter And The Shah
WASHINGTON — Despite a May 10
departure deadline quietly imposed on
the former shah of Iran by the
Bahamas government, he has now been
privately informed by a letter from the
Carter administration that "the high
probability" of anti-American reprisals
in Iran rules out anyiearly admission to
the U.S. -
The decision has mused anguish
here. That is true not only for American
politicans who feel the U.S. had a clear
obligation to help its erstwhile Persion
Gulf protector who repeatedly stuck his
own neck out for American presidents.
It is even more true for foreign
governments watching the behavior of
Jimmy Carter in a tight fix: would he
behave in a principled fashion despite
heavy political pressure both from
Tehran and from shah-haters in the
U.S.? Or would he duck the U.S.
obligation? - -
A new offer of asylum by Mexico does
not take the Carter administration off
the hook. In one example abroad, it is
known that Carter's refusal to give
asylum to the shah made an im-
pressionistic and harmful impact on the
SAidj Arabian government where the
U.S. connection has become frazzled,
Also, Metin Toker, a powerfu;
Turkish senator now- here to discuss
deteriorating U.S.-Turkish relations
with the State Department, told us that
rejecting the shah under threats from




1822-1976 By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings
Capyri(bt, 117S
4. 4 ++ 44-44-44-4-4++++++
1908
The first day of January is moving time for tenant farmers
to change to new locations in fulfillment of new agreements for the
oncoming year. The task was difficult, however with all rural
schools closed down children were available to lend helping -hands.
Several farm children living near the city limits took up books with
the town children after the holidays, making the regular trip with
buggy or on horseback. Rural children paid a modest tuition charge.
Dr., Crawfoid filed a $5,000 damage suit against the citr in
its inability to exercise the option price of WOOD To purchase the
electric system. Voters rejected the $20,000 bond issue the preceding
November which Would have also included funds to install a water
works system. The bond issue proposed to levy a 2 per cent
property assessment to underwrite the project.
Other happenings noteworthy to the villagers included the dos
ing down of the pool room, W. W. McElrath moved his grocery inn)
a new building on the east side of the square, E. II. Haley
departed with a carload of mules to barter to farmers in the South,
and the appointment of rural route carriers W. B. Graham on Rt. I.
Fred Chambers Rt. 2, and Percy Jones for the new Route 7. -
How can a county with the ups and downs experienced bythis fle4gling borp out of the Jackson Purchase have the time orintuition to nourish a cultural impulse? Some say it was born inthe people, a musically inclined- basic English stock as_rnanifest inthe presence of a Lyceum Course for adult evening performances forpleasure and city high school and grade matineer for educational
influence. Perhaps the stock companies, military bands, opry house,
•piano musicrakers, and movies were instrumental in keeping the
notes passing through generations, but all 'combined they couldn'tcut the mustard of fiddlers, banjo pickers, spirituals and singingschools. Five singing schools were held again in a single week o.ut incounty, conducted by self-styled singing masters for little more thanbread and board. The plaintive yodeling of a plow boy wending hisway home aback the sharp backbone of a poor Mule provided thehoning edge of.posterity for the country arid western music, eveninto the saintly colonades iff classical composers at a later date. •Even the opening of the Star Amusement Company presentinga change of programs each night proviled a cultural plan; a‘lthotigliflavored with extract of sarsaparilla. Almo Park, ,an outdo°. j underthe trees arena operated by the N. C. & St. L. Railroad at the bendof the river 'near Almo, attracted musical congregations of bands,singers and fiddlres paying tribute to the manna of dinner on the'grounds.
To Be Continulq
even more likely to be mistreated, not
in Tehran but everywhere."
The May 10 Bahamas deadline at first
hand had been perceived here as a
possible break for the wandering shah
by Americans ashamed at President
Carter's rewriting of the ancient U.S.
tradition of political asylum. With the
shah's stay in the Bahamas ter-
minating in 10 days, these Americans
hoped Mr. Carter would see fit to orien
America's once-hospitable doors.
That is not to be, despite the Carter
administration's public declaration of
human rights. The unsigned letter to
the shah, dated April 19, was delivered
in the Bahamas before the shah learned
about Mexico's willingness to accept
him and his family. It informed the
shah that "we do not say we would
submit" to political blackmail against
the 11.5. by the revolutionary govern-
ment of Iran — the threat of violence
against American citizens in Iran
unless the shah were returned forthwith
for trial and probable execution in
Tehran.
"But these actions would cause
serious problems for all," the letter
said. "We find- it is in everyone's in-
terest to wait until conditions in Iran
provide a greater degree of order and
security." If that was an effort to offer
a delayed welcome signal, it failed. It
could be many months and possibly
years before the revolution in Iran is
consolidated and violence ends.
Even worse are the poisoned darts
beingsin_the direction of the
deposed shah by high officials here. The
shah gave the U.S. extraordinary help
esi
that could have come from nowhere
else during his long reign. In the Arab-
Israeli war of 1973, for example, the
shah secretly dispatched oil that
enabled the U.S. carrier task force to
continue patrolling the Indian Ocean.
He also sent his army to the border of
Iraq during that same October war to
tie down Iraqi troops and prevent their
use against IsraeL..
"Sure," said one diplomatic official,
''but he made us pay through the nose
for his kindness." Another criticized
the shah for killing so much time in
Egypt after his Jan. 16 departure from
Tehran. "He was hoping to be called
back," he said. "If he had come here
right away, we would have let him in."
That may be true, but it is revealingly
self-serving and implies that-Abe shah
had no right to hope that he might yet
have maneuvered trimself back to
power. The shah showed multiple
weaknesses — of -Character, of will, of
nerve — during his last days in Tehran.
But that has nothing to do with the
political decisions made here that
blocked his entry to the U.S. in violation
of what a House foreign affairs sub-
committee in Feb. 4, 1971, report
called "the long-established American
principle of asylum."
Barring Cast-minute change, the
unfortunate shah and his family arenow headed for residence in Mexico.But the way he got there has gravely
damaged the U.S. with.its dwindling
band of friends abroad, and struck yet
another blow to Carter's once-
acclaimed policy of human rights.
EARTITINE.
' Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer -
questions and solve problems — fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: My husband passed
away on July 26, 1978, at the age of 89.
He had been on salary and paying
Social Security taxes all that time. He
started drawing Social Security
retirement at age 72. There was a law
passed stating that beginning in May
1978 widows and survivors of a worker
who continues working past age 65 and
does not take Social Security
retirement until later will receive an
increase in their Social Security
benefits for the delayed retirement
credits earned by the worker. Well, I
have waited all these months and I still
have not received my increase. What
should I do about It? — P.G.
Social Security did not start paying
delayed retirement credits to workers
who worked past age 65 without
drawing Social Security retirement
until 1971. Due to the fact that your
husband retired before 1971, he did not
earn any delayed retirement credits,
which is an increase of 1-12 of one
percent.for each month of work after
age 65. So, you will not receive any
increase either.
HEARTLINE: I have seen in your
articles different things about the Food
and Drug Administfation. I have had a
problem recently that I feel should be
reported to them Can you tell me howl
should go about reporting to them? -
B C,
Your complaint should be sent or
phoned to the closest FDA district ii-
fire or to the Food and Drug
Actininistration, 5600 Fichers Lane,
Rockville, Md. 20857.
As a consumer, you should report any
problem in sanitation, labeling and
safety of products tcr help the FDA
protect all consumers.
To Insure prompt and thorough action
on your complaint, you rrinst first
determine if, in fact, it was the product
that was at.. fault. Was it used as
directed? Was it stored properly' If you
find the product was at fault, then
report it. You should include the
following information:
1. Your name, address and phone
number.
2. A clear statement of the problem.
3. As much detail as possible about
the product label, including code
marks.
4. Name and address of store where
product was purchased and date of
purchase.
Save whatever remains of the
product for your doctor's guidance or
Looking Back






John Compton, is salutatorian of he
senior class of Murray High School.
Others named Are Ernie Williams,
third, Bill Pasco, fourth, and John
BelMcitearrafyifthMoo. se Lodge No. 2011, James
H. McKinney, governor, presented a
check for $300 to Bill Boyd, Blood
program chairman, and Jean
Blankenship, executive secretary of the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross, to pay all the
expenses of the Calloway County Blood
Program for the quarter ending June
30.
Deaths reported include Yandall
Wrather, 63, Jack Jones, 53, Victor H.
Williams, 67, and Mrs. Frocie Futrell,
97.
Births reported include a boy, Ross
Raines, to Mr. and Mrs. Richard Work-
man on May 2.
Miss Marilyn Jean Wilson, daughter
of Mrs. H. W. Wilson and the late Mr.
Wilson,. as married to Thomas Lee
Walker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Owen Walker of Brentwood, Tenn., on
March 232. a! the. First Baptist Church,
Murray.ay. 
20 Years Ago
Tip Curd, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Curd, is valedictorian and
Janice Stubblefield, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield, is
salutatorian of the New Concord High
School Senior Class. The Rev. R. J.
Burpoe is baccalaureate speaker and
Murray State Dean of Students Matt'
SpaarkeTan is the commencement
speaker.
Deaths reported include John
Paschall, 69, Mrs. Luther Motheral, 67,
Mrs. Mollie V:lingon,t
Austin and W. Z. Carter Schools will-
take part in the May Day Festival
program at Holland Stadium on May 8.
Lila Cathey, Anita Kimbro, Dian
Taylor, Jean Cooper, Georgia Windsor,
Patsy Hutchens, Dorothy Rogers,
Melanie Salmon, Sonya Miller, and
Frances Armstrong are new officers of
the Lynn Grove High School Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of America.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "Beautiful But Dangerous"
staffing Gina Lollobrigidia.
30 Years .-lgo
Hilda Jo McCamish is valedictorian
and Doris Enoch is salutatorian of the
senior class of Lynn Grove High School.
Dr. Rainey T Wells is the com-
mencement speaker.
A DDT Spraying Campaign will again
be conducted in Calloway County this
year, according to Dr. J. A. Outland of
the Calloway County Health Depart-
ment.
The temperature at noon yesterday
registered 91 degrees in Murray.
Alton Hughes, Otto Swann, Roy
Starks, George Williams, Joseph
Berry, Allen Rose, A. G. Childers,
William 8helton, Alton Barnett, George
E. Overbey, Sr., 0. A. Adams, and H. T.
Waldrop are officers of the American
Legion Post No. 73, Mw-ray.
Mrs. A. D. Butterworth, Mrs. Rue ±,
Overby, Mrs. L. R. Putnam. Mrs. Roy -'
Farmer, and Mrs. J. R. Hall are new
officers of the Woman's Society of
Christian Service of the First Methodist
Church. '
Bible Thought
possible FDA inspection. You should
also report the problem to the
manufacturer listed on the label and to
the store where you purchased it.
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare help
pay for a woman to come in and cook
and clean for my mother, who is too
senile to care for herself? My_mother
lives with my aunt, but my aunt Can no
longer care for her because of her own
failing health. There is no one else in
the family who does not have to keep a
full-time job, so none of us can assist
her. — H.D.
At this time, no. Medicare will not
pay for custodial care in a person's
home - or anywhere, for that matter.
The type of assistance you are in need
of is custodial, not skilled care.
Unfortunately, there are many- such
people in your mother's position, with
no family members who can afford to
quit their jobs to give 'the person the
care he or she needs and no money to be
able to afford full-time help for the
person. You might be able to locate a
church or volunteer group who could
heip4but there are few of them.
For a complete explanation of
Medicare, we would suggest -Hear-
tline's guide to Medicare. To -order,
send $1.75 to Medicare Guidebook, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
48381.
But he knosieth the way that 1take: when he hAth tried me. 1 shallcome forth as gold. Job 23:10.
Gott enables us to be victorsrather than victims in life's diffi-culties.
GMAIF1F11111*
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CHECKING IT OUT — Beth Ann Leslie and her mother, Carolyn Leslie,
both of Murray, check the pageant program to be sure which event is
next.
•vt









we serve it up with
plenty of fresh cole
slaw, golden fryes,
even crunchy hushpuppies. Our
Dew Seafood Platter is a feast of
your favorites. .at a very affordable
price
29
We give you lots of reasons to love us.





MAJORETTE PAGEANT — The 1978 Miss Majorette of America, Nancy Jean
Dolphi of Pittsburgh, Pa., left, acted as a pageant judge Saturday for the Kentucky
Lakeland Majorette Pageant held in the Calloway County High School gym-
nasium. Shown with Miss Dolphi and some of the trophies for the pageant is Buf-
fy Stokes, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Coleman of Murray, right, who acted as
pageant hostess. More than 200 contestants participated in the event, which
drew approximately 500 people to Murray, according to contest director, Sandy_
Coleman.
, MARKING TIME — Waiting to begin competition are three local twirlers, left to
right, Michelle Stinnett, Stacey McMillin and Tracy Humphreys. Michelle is the
daughter of Mrs. Patsy Stinnett, Stacey is the daughter of Mr. and
McMillen, and.TrAcy's parents are Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Humphreys.
Murray Resident Picked
To Receive Jesse Stuart
Grant AwardedBy MSU
Cynthia W. Turnbow of
-Murray, formerly of
Newbern, Term., Route 1, a
graduate student in English,
has been selected to receive
the $3,600 Jesse Stuart
Fellowship. presented by
Murray State University for
the 1979-80 school year.
She was chosen by a campus
committee "to explore a field--;
ot knowledge compatible with
the writings, the philosophy,
or the areas of interest" of the
world-renowned author, poet.
and educator from Greenup
County in Eastern Kentucky.
Her proposal for 1979-80 is to
develop a Readers Theatre
dramatic production based on
some of Stuart's works,
particularly his poetry, for
presentation on the campus
and in some area high schools
in the spring of 1980. She plans
Vet Counselor
To Offer Local
Aid On May 10
David Brien, a veterans
counselor of the Department
for Human Resources,
Kentucky tenter for Veterans
Affairs, will be in Murray May
10 at the Department for
Human Resources.
Brien, who will assist
veterans and their dependents
with claims for benefits due
them as a result of their
military service, will be




Colonial is in need of owner/operatorar operation with drivers, due
to increase in business and additional authority.
From Murray, Ky. and West Tenrr. We are now operating drive in as
well as refrigerated vans. •
If you have a late model, 3 axle diesel, sleeper cab tractor and have a
driver at least 25 years of age with a minimum of 2 years over the road
experience and a good background, then do yourself a favor and con-
tact Carl McBride (9011 784-4951 at Humbolt, Tn.
to prepare some origtal
music for the production.
Mrs. Turnbow, 27, the
daughter of Mrs. W. C.
Williams and the late W. C.
Williams of Newbern, Tenn.,
Route 1, is working toward the
M.A. degree in English at
Murray State with an em-
phasis in creative writing. She
was graduated with the B.S.,
degree in Englisli in
December.
She and her husband, Oscar
D. Turnbow, formerly of
Louisville, a communications
student at Murray State, live
at 16ZI Olive in Murray. They
are the parents of 4-year-old
twins, a son, Seth, area
daughter, Anne-Eliiabethe.
Mrs. Turnbow is the fifth
Stuart Fellow since the award
was established upon a
recommendation by Dr
Constantine W. Curris,
Murray State president. in the
fall of 1974.
Applicants are considered
on the bases of the suitability






memorabilia is housed in the
Jesse Stuart Suite 'of the
Pogue Special Collections
Library at Murray State. The
three-week Jesse Stuart
Creative Writing WorkshoP
will be resumed in the sum-
mer of 1980. An anthology of
student work has been
published from each of the
eight previous workshops.
Stuart holds an honorary
Doctor of Pedagogy degree
from Murray State. It WS
awarded in 1968 as one of the
first two honorary degrees
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daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Humphreys, Murray,
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rMany Activities For YoungstersAt Summer 41+1 Camp July 2-6
aerie toss
and Dom toss
From The Desk of
• Jane H. Steely
Co. Extension Agent
For 4-H
Special fun that includes
making new friends, swim-
ming and boating, sports,
games crafts and nature study
is in the offering for many
Calloway Cow*, youngsters
at 4-H camp this summer to be
held July 2-6. •
West Ky. 4-H Camp, Dawson
Springs is one•of the five 4-H
Camps in the Commonwealth,
all offering a wide variety of
summer fun activities for kids
in the 9-19 age range. Fun and
learning, along with a chance
to enjoy the outdoors, are the
main ingredients to make this
year's camp exciting.
The more, active sports.
such as basketball, volleyball
end swirrunirig are favorites of
most campees, but many also
find time for table tennis,
cheerleading, bicycling and
even an occasional game of
checkers. Young archers and
hunters can improve their
aims on camp target ranges,
and those who like to fish will
-bessable Us Improve their
casting skill at 4-H Camp this
year.
Young nature lovers can
learn more about their en-
vironment and its resources,
collect specimens and hike the
many nature trails, and in
craft classes, the 4-H'ers will
have a chance to be creative
and make something useful or
decorative.
• Trained instructors will help
With these and other ac-
tivities, teaching beginners
and helping the more skilled
campers observe safety rules.
In addition, special training
such subjects as nutrition and
first aid are often a part of the
4-H camping program, and
electricity classes, with in-
structors provided by Ken-
• If You Own
a Farm...






lucky Utilities Co., are part of
each week's camping ex-
perience.
For many 4-H Campers,
staying in cabins with other
young people and adults is
their first experience in group
living, and they learn a lot
about getting along with
others. Getting to know other,
people and sharing fun and
learning with them are
valuable lessons in in-
terpersonal relations for the
campers, and informal
training in citizenship and
leadership is an added benefit
for 4-H cqnping.
Sharing three meals a day
with 300 other people is
another first-time experience
for many ' of the younger
campers, and the appetite-
arousing activities and
nutritious food make meal-
tin at camp even more
rewarding. -
Extension agents, adult and
teen leaders will aid the camp
staff in all recreational and
learning activities as well as
supervision. Cost of the camp
will be $28. Transportation to
and from camp will be
provided.
Like all 4-H programs of the
University of Kentucky
Cooperative Extension Ser-
vice the 4-H camping program
is open to any youngster
between the ages of 9 and 14,
regardless of race, color, sex
or national origin. Volunteer
adult and teen leaders are
needed. For more information
on Calloway County's s par-
ticipation in 4-H camping this
summer, contact Jane Steely
at the Calloway County
Extension Office. 209 Maple
Street, 733-1452.




information and other ser-
vices only to individuals and
institutions that function
without regard to race, color,
sex or national origin.
Opposite Sides Taken In Sale
Of Looseleaf Burley Tobacco
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API —
The. Kentucky Farm Bureau
and a burley tobacco dealers
association have taken op
posite-sides on the question of
looseleaf -burley sales, and the
U.S. . Department of
Agriculture says it plans to
study the controversial
packaging process.
- The USDA allowed limited
sales of loose-leaf burley
during the 1978 sales season to
test the market for that
packaging. procedure, which
was -forecast as a labor-and
money-saving way to prepare
tobacco for market.
The Kentucky Farm Bureau
has proposed a full-scale
looseleaf sale for the 1979 sales
season which opens in
November.. But the Burley
Leaf Tobacco Dealers
Association said it will
recommend to USDA that the
Farm Bureau's propos4 be
defeated.
Agriculture Secretary Bob
Bergland is expected to decide
the loose-leaf question within
a.month or two.
The Farm Bureau has asked
Bergland to remove limits on
--loose-leaf tobacco so that
farmers- ean sell all or part of
their crop in loose-leaf bales
instead of the traditional
hand-tied bundles. USDA has
.the final say in the con-
troversy, since it sets
marketing quotas and suppoti—
prices.
Last season, USDA allowed
limited sales of loose-leaf with
the protection of price sup-
ports.
S.J. Stokes, chairman of the,
Farm Bureau's - tobacco
Home
is no place for
your valuables...
It's after midnight. Do you know
where your valuables are") Chances
are they're safe and sound right
where you put them, but when
you're talking abOut important pa-
pers, jewelry and other irreplaca-
bles ... why chance it By keeping
your valuables in a Safe Deposit
Box. you'll have the security of.
knowing. they're prolected from
theft, misplacem'ent or damage.
for just pennies a day!
Bank Of Murray
FDIC
committee, said that use of the
loose-leaf method can save 6
or 7 cents a pound in labor
costs over the hand-tied
method, which requires more
labor. _He said the savingss.
could reach $30 million a year
if all of the state's burley
farmers used the loose-leaf
method.
Should USDA decide not to
remove limits, Stokes said the
Farm Bureau will ask that 25
percent of the 1979 crop be
cleared for sale in bales.
The dealers association
argues that the old method
allows a farmer better op-
portunity to sort and grade
tobacco.
T.A. Norvell, president of
the dealers group, said that
foreign interests will not bay
loose-leaf .1:_nir I ey, and added
that baled tobacco is also
more susceptible" tre---damaide
by wet, dry or cold weather.
USDA spokesman John
Duncan said that the agency
plans to study both sides of the
controversy. Among the op-
tions available-is another year
of market testing, a
referendum of 'growers, or
permitting unrestricted sales
of loose-leaf.
Care Needed To Prevent
Hay And Silage Spoilage
Care should be taken to
prevent hay and hay silage
from heating, advises William
L. Crist, dairy Extension
specialist in the University of
Kentucky College of
Agriculture.
Crist says as the tem-
perature of the forage goes up,
protein and energy are tied up
and their availability is
decreased.
"This means baling hay
when it is dry, less than 20
percent moisture, and ensiling
hay silage fairly wet, wilted
only to 60 to 65 percent
moisture," says the specialist.
Crist notes that large round
bales will heat more than
gnall square bales .sincejtr ... _
—.More difficult for the moisture
to escape from the larger bale.
For this reason, he says hay
needs to be drier when put into
large round bales.
"A chemical hay preser-
vative can be used on hay
from 20 to 30 percent
moisture," says C. To
preserve hay from 25 to 30
percent moisture, one percent
proptonic acid (20 lbs. per ton
of hay would have to be used.
But at higher moistures,
preservatives are not likely to
keep hay from heating, ac-
cording to Crist.
He notes that preservative
chemicals do not dry the hay.
"They work by slowing down
or stopping the activity
bacteria and fungi that cause
heating and molding. Treated
hay can then dry down to safe
storage levels in the barn
without spoilage," explains
Crist.
Propionic acid is the most
common preservative- used,
according to the specialist. He
says the acid is formed
naturally in an animal's
digestive system, so it is not
harmful to animals.
"Unfortunately, there are hay
preservatives on the market
without proven ef-
fectiveness," notes Crist.
If for some reason hay is
stored with a moisture content
over 20 to 311,percent, m ad
dition to lower quality hay,
there is danger of spontaneous
combustion, warns Crist
hay mow
should be checked. If it is:
— 150 degrees to 175 degrees
this is. a danger zone. Hay
should be watched closely and
temperatures taken
—180 degrees F hay, call
your fire department. -
— 190 degrees F hay,
remove hay rapidly. Be
careful. Mows that have
heated to a considerable
degree are dangerous to walk
in since you may drop Into a
burning pocket. If it is
necessary to enter the mow,
use long planks. Have help on
hand in case of an accident
"Forage is the backbone of
every dairy feeding program
It is worth the effort to make
high quality forage," says
Crist.




Many people in this part of
the state are unaware of the
effects of cattle grazing in
timbered areas. This is
especially evident to me as a
forester working for the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry, since a large per-
centage of. the woodlands I
examine have been grazed in
the past or are being grazed at
the present time. Most of the
landowners who graze their
woods have no idea of the
consequences of this practice.
To many farmers, the sight
of a grazed woods is pleasing
aesthetically. Continued,.
grazing often leads to a -park-
like" condition in a stand of
timber; that being where
there are large standing trees
with no undergrowth creating
an. appearance of a well-kept
park. This condition, if . not
understood, is misleading.
Woodlands in this condition
are not considered to be in
good shape, on the contrary,
they are considered to be in
very poor condition.
The process of grazing is
destructive if many ways.
First of all, the cattle in the
woods feed on oak acorns, thus
removing the seed. source of
our predominant tree spiel-el--
ill Kentucky, the white and red
oaks. Without a seed source,
from where will come the
trees- needed to replace the
ones now present after they're
harvested?- Secondly, the
cattle graze on the foilage of
young tree seedlings, thus
hampering or halting their
growth_p9tential for the
future-74
- These two results of grazing
woodlands are very important
indeed, but perhaps the Most
destructive aspect of grazing
is &impaction of the forst soil.
Soil coMpaction is simply a
result of the animals weight
compressing the soil as the
cow walks through the woods.
• This compaction prevents'
water from entering into the
soil and makes it unavailable
for plant use. Nutrients are
also made unavailable since
they get into the plant's
system ( through the roots)
only after they are dissolved
in the soil moisture. This is
, .
especially detrimental since it
effects standing timber as
well as young seedlings.
Besides preventing seedlings
from gorwing, soil compaction
will often cause larger,
standing trees to begin to rot
or form mineral stains in the
wood and hence lose their
value ( which considering
present high stumpage prices,
could be sizeable).
The only way to alleviate
this problem is simply to keep
the cattle out. This can be
easily done by preventing the
cattle's access to the woods
through fence construction.
With the cost of material in
these days of outrage in-
flation, many landowners feel
that they cannot afford to
construct a fence around their
woodland. In the interest of
good timber management, the
federal government offers an
excellent cost-sharing
program to help ease the
financial burden of building
timberland fences.
This program, administered
locally through the A.S.C.S.
Office, will pay 75 per cent of
the incurred costs of building
a fence to prevent woodland
grazing (up to $5 per rod of
fence constructed or $20 per
acre protected, whichever is
less).
If you desire to keep your
woods in the best growing
condition and are presently in
need of timberland fencing,
simply contact John Lockett
at the Kentucky Division of
Forestry, P. 0. Box 349,
Mayfield, Kentucky (Phone
247-3913) and I will instruct
you -on how to participate in
this. cost-sharing program and
give you other information
pertinent to managing your
tiroodiand in the most
productive manner.
Insecticide In Cattle Feed
Helps Control Fly Population
Feed-through insecticides
for cattle, a relatively new fly
control method, can help hold
down pesky fly populations on
milk and beef producing
farms this summer
When cattle eat treated
feed, the fly-control chemical
passes through the digestive
track in the manure where
flies hatch. Larvae of manure-
breeding flies are killed before
they become the adult flies
that pester cattle. -----
One feed-through product
control flies in a different and
unsual way. Instead of con-
taining an insecticide, the
active ingredient is an insect
growth regulator,
methoprene. This-'is a hor-





will help control flies in and
around barns, cattle lots and
pastures, including face flies
and horn flies," says Chris
Christensen, Extension en-





materials are effective only in
manure of cattle treated. They
don't affect adult _flies that
move in frpm neighboring
property to pester your cattle.
Stable and house flies can be a
problem despite use of a feed-
through product because they
breed in other places besides
cattle manure.
"Use the feed-through
method as an integral part of a
good total fly control program
including sanitation to deprive
flies of breeding places and
supplemental fly sprays or
baits," recommends
Christensen. "For cattle on
pasture, forced-use dust bags.
or backrubbers should also be
used to _control face and .bpri. _
flies."
To get full value from feed-'
through insecticides, the
entomologist adds that you
have to make sure all animals
get enough each day to keep
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Thursday, May 3—Wednesday, May 9
Open an account at this current rate and it will be guaranteed
for the 6-month or 26-week term.
Drop by any of our locations for more details.
Home Federal offering the highest interest rates allowed
by Federal Law on all savings plans.
federal regulations prohibit any federally insured financial institution to compound interest daily
on Money Market Certificates'
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Report Directed To Methods
Of Controling Lawn Plaintain
By Garry G. Dougherty
Graduate Student,
Murray State University
Control your lawn weeds
before they control your lawn.
This report is directed
primarily toward the plan-
tains but most broadleaf
weeds are similar in growth
habit and can be controlled by
the same means.
.The plantains most com-
monly found in the lawn are
the common plantain and the
buckhorn plantain. Either of
these weeds may be identified 0
by its low growth habit,
tolerance to low, repeated
mowing and, much like the
dandelion, a leafless seed
bearing stem that extends
above the lawn grass soon
after mowing.
Whatever the weed
problem, the key to its control
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weeds already present in the
lawn followed by proper ap-
plications of lime and fer-
tilizer.
Eradication measures will
depend on the quantity and
type of weed or weeds present.
If only a few weeds are found,
they may be destroyed either
by digging or pulling;
however if an abundance of
weeds are present, other
measures will need to be taken
to eleminate' them.
Such measures might in-
clude: •
(a.) Chemical Control -
Plantains, as well as many of
the other broad-leaf weeds,
may be controlled with her-
bicides such as 2, 4-D or
MCPA. These chemicals,
along with their instructions
for use, may be obtained from
most garden centers If
chemicals are used, the best
time to make applications is
either in the spring or early
fall when the plants are in an
active stage of growth.
(b.) .Mechanical Control -
Perhaps the best means for
mechanical control might be
to plow the weeds under in
May and-then keep the soil
worked until the first of
September at which time the
area may be reseeded.
A good procedure to follow,
after eradication of the weed
present in the lawn, to prevent
further reinfestation from
weed seeds that still remain in
the soil or are blown in by the
wind, is to:
1. Take a SOB Test - A soil
test is simple to make.
2. Follow The Soil Test
Recommendations - The
county agent can be of
assistance to you in taking the
test and making needed
recommendations.
This is the best procedure
that an individual could follow
to have a weed free lawn. A
final note to remember is that
liquid applications or turf
fertilizers may not be what
your lawn needs and, even
though the grass may look
good at the time, the weed
problem may only get worse..
Conference To Be Sponsored
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Representatives from 115
states will be in Lexington this
week for a national Ginseng
Conference co-sponsored by
the Governor's Council on
Agriculture.
The purpose of the two-day
conference is to focus at-
tention on the activities of
various states to preserve wild
ginseng and share findings of
research on the plant.
"Folklore will tell you it's an
aphrodisiac, and the Chinese
think it's a cure for anything
that ails you," said Sue
Alexander, assistant to the
director of the Agriculture
Council.
Gensing, which is used to
make tea and is also marketed
in capsule form, is believed to
have a relaxing, sedative
effect, she said.
A pound of ginseng root is
.10111110111110.10/10
worth about $100.
Kentucky grows nearly a
third of ttie ginseng produced
in the United States, receiving
an annual income from. the
crop of about $5 million.
American wild ginseng was
placed on the federal
government's threatened
species list in 1973, meaning it
is not threatened with ex-
tinction but might become so
without strict regulation of
trade.
Recent federal regulations
require states which export
ginseng to devvelop
monitoring programs.
Ap executive order signed
last May by Gov. Julian
Carroll makes the University
of Kentucky horticulture
department responsible for
monitoring ginseng in 10
Kentucky counties.
The UK department of
Soil Analysis Simple Way To
Increase Yield Of Planting
A relatively simple way to
increase the production of
spring plantings, whether in
the garden or field, is through
soil analysis.
A soil test will reveal the
amount of available plant
nutrients in the soil and
provide a guide for deter-
mining lime and other fer-
tilizer needs, explains Monroe
Rasnake, Extension soils
specialist in the University of
Kentucky College - of
Agriculture.
Kentucky has a statewide
system for soil analysis,
operated in cooperation with
county ExteRajon agents for
agriculture.
And although soil sampling
already has peaked for the
year — the busiest month is
March — analysts still are
busy with some of the 35,000 to
50,000 samples analyzed each
year.
Soil testing specialist John
Harrison says business in the
Agricultural Experiment
- -Station lab in-Lexington will
not truly slack off until June.
He adds that the beat will pick
up again in the fall.
Harrison says the lab can
process up to 800 samples per
day, an increase of 200 over
the last two years. A. sample
usually can be analyzed and
the results mailed beck to the
county Extension agent in four
to five working days. .
Rasnake says the first step
in getting soils tested is to viiit
or call your county
agricultural Extension agent
for specific instructions on
taking a representative
sample or samples. "Fer-
tilizer recommendations
based on soil tests are only as
good as the samples,"
notes.
'Agents also, will help you fill
out forms which will ace
company the samples, to the
testing lab. The forms include
such information as the fer-
tilizer applied to the field or
garden in the past; previous
crop and yield; soil type, if
known, and drainage con-
dition.
There is a charge for the
analysis, mostly ranging from
$1 to $3 per sample.
Rasnake notes that the
results of the lab tests are sent
back to the county agents so
the agents may consider local
conditions in offering
recommendations to the
gardener or farmer on im-
proving the soil fertility for
best results.
regulatory services was given
responsibility for developing
and conducting a voluntary
registration program for
ginseng dealers to determine
how much of the plant is being
dug and sold in Kentucky.
The university is conducting
its programs under an $18,000
grant from the Agriculture
Council.
The conference begins
Tuesday with an address by
Gordon Patty of the Foreign
Agricultural Service of the
U.S. Agriculture Department
on "Trends in Commerce with
American Ginseng." ,






Authority and the Wildlife
Permit Office of the U.S.
Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
A Consumer Tip
from f.tension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriculture
,. You don't have to spend
vast sums of money to be
well-dressed, say Extension
specialists in clothing- with
UK's College of Agricultdre.
Taste and judgement often
spell the difference between
good and poor clothing
investments.
row it your. way
...with our crop money.
GrovArig crops is your business
. ours is financing agriculture
Were the farm credit people
Thais our specialty
So when you ve got a
cropping plan that calls for
casha count on PCA
leaders in crop tinanang
We understand your needs, large
and small And we re committed to
111
helping you achieve your goals
You II find that PCA has the flexibility
to tailor loan terms and re-
payment to fit your particu-
lar plan We hear you talk-
ing We understand And
with your sound plan and




305 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
LET'S TALK. 4st PCA
Surf Ian. waits for rain.
The surface-applied herbicide you don't lose to a 10-day dryspell.
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Up to 3 weeks! That's over twice as long as Lasso". Like
doubling your chances of catching that first needed rain. And •
if the 1 rain needed for Surflan is delayed-, and dry weather
lets weeds get the jump on your beans, you still don't have to. lose
your weed control. Shallow cultivation can knock out headStart
weeds and move Surflan into the weed seed germination zone.
And that's where Stirflan stays. controlling seedling
iohnsongrass,lambsquarters, fall panicum, and many other
tough :Thnual grasses and weeds—right through combining. And
Surf lan saves Delta soybean growers up to $1 an acre compared
to Lasso!' Get Sul-flan from your farm chemical supplier.
Elanco Products Company
A Division of Eli Lilly and Company
Indianapolis, IN 46206, U.S.A.'
rrinelt fiorftan sort Las,/ .t
•
Lasso-c •• h Inr 34.,..a•ral•••
S Jrfla, • • r% :a I in Enin,o 1••-•••1•,.. •••r pans '
Surflan...whatever
the weather.
h• n ar,•••r•ling tu •00.'
For best f es ull s , always reed
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'Breds Crush Morehead, Grab 011C TitleBy TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
MOREHEAD, Ky. — It was
a weekend worth remem-
bering. both for Murray State
and a shell-shocked Morehead
squad. "You hope things will
fall in place at the right time,"
said Murray Coach Johnny
Reagan, and luckily they did
for us."
Lefthander Doyle Miller
s"cattered eight hits, and'Bred
batters shredded Morehead
pitching for 19 hits to key a 12-
.3 romp that gave Murray the
Ohio Valley Conference
baseball title yesterday.
The 'Breds. now 25-8, will
face the Metro-7 champion
May 18 at the site of the
Southeastern Conference
champion in the first game of
the NCAA south regional
playoffs. Florida State,
currently 41-13, is favored to
take the Metro-7 crown.
• The conference title was
Reagan's 10th in his 21 years
at Murray State. This season
had marked the first in over a
'decade for a post-season
tournament. Previously, the
league had been divided into
two divisions, and the winner
of each played a best-two-of-
three series. The, cham-
pionship was Murray's first
since 1975.
The, opening-round 6-2
triumph over Austin Peay in
the first round Saturday gavt
--Reagan Ns -500th career
victory and earned Murray a
spot in, the finals. Originally
set to be a double-elimination
.:affair, the tournament was
postponed two days because of
rain and shortened to a two-
day format when the-rains
stopped.
The long ball, something
..Morehead used with success
in sweeping Murray 8-5 artd 6-5
in a. regular-season
doubleheader April 15, was its
downfall yesterday.
Murray led just 1-0 after
four innings against Eagle
starter Ken Wilfong, now 3-2.
But; after shortstop Steve
Sencibaugh walked with two
outs in the fifth, the 'barrage
began.
Robin Courtney slugged a
homer to make it 3-0, and Greg.
Tooley and Tom Fehn
followed by drilling two more
round-trippers for a- 5-0 ad-
vantage.
Murray added • single runs
over the next two innings, and
Morehead scored once in the
seventh to make it 7-1 before
the 'Bred bats put the same
away for good.
In the eighth. Sencibaugh
again led off with a single
before Courtney followed with
his fifth homer of the season,
and fourth and fifth RBIs.
Tooley smashed a drive to left
.1' . for his fifth homer moments
later. But the trie—wasn't
finished yet.
• Sencibaugh reached second
on a fielder's choice in the
• ninth and scored his third run
% on Courtney's run-scoring
• single. He scored moments'
5 later on Tooley's hit.
In all, the top six batters in
the Murray order accounted
for 17 hits, II runs scored and
10 runs-batted-in.
-It • was an absolutely
perfect weekend," said the
nghtfielder Fehn, one of only
two 'Breds (the other is
Perdue) to enter the games
with a .300 batting average or
better. "We could do nothing
wrong,"
Reagan agreed. "This club
played outstanding baseball,"
he said. "We -got all the
ingredients we needed at just
the right time."
Miller, a senior lefthander
from Shelburn, .Ind., walked
five and struck out three. But
more importantly, he held
Morehead's bats at bay in its
own park, which owns a power
alley in rightfield so short that
routine flys have been game-
winning homers.
Saturday, Andy Rice shut
out Austin Peay for seven
innings, but needed relief help
from Clay Vangilder in the
ninth in the 'B reds opening
victory.
Murray rapped 10 hits and
didn't commit an error in
taking the rubber game
between the two teams. The
'Breds split with the Gover-
nors in Clarksville during the
season.
Centerfielder Tony Threatt
smashed a homer to leftcenter
with one out in the second
inning for the 'Breds first run.
Doran Perdue followed with a
single that scored catcher
David Orem, who walked and
stole second.
Greg Tooley made it 3-0 in
the third by grounding a
single, advancing to third or:
Fehn's double and scoring or
a wild pitch.
Bill Wagoner laced another
homer in the fifth to up tht
advantage to 4-0, and a Tooley
sacrifice fly and a Fehn single
provided the final two Murray
runs in the sixth.
Austin Peay finished its
seaskin 23-24.




Perdue, 2b 4 1 3 Perdue 2b
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Murray State player; mob Robin Courtney (center', who drilled two home runs and drove in five runs to help the 'Bradswin the Ohio Valley Conference baseball title yesterday at Morehead.
- lierebead Sista photo
Dead-Eye Grevey
Bullets' Hot-Shooting Guard Lifts Washington
By the Associated Press
Kevin Grevey, a pure
shooter since his high school_
days. has had his probleins of
late. Now he feels as if a 10-ton
weight has been lifted from his
back.
Grevey, one of Washington's
struggling guards, found his
shooting touch in .the third-
quarter Sunday to spark the
Bullets to a 115-95 victory over
the San Antonio Spurs to even
up their National Basketball
Association Eastern Con-
ference final series at 1-1.
The next game in the best-
of-seven series will be played
Cash Bonuses
Limited Time Only!
You can get $1,500 cash or up to $2,000 for college
, tuition when you join the Army Reserve in Murray.
You will also learn a skill which could prepare you
for high paying civilian jobs; earn A retirement pen-
sion; get low cost group- life insurance and more.
You will earn all this by serving one weekend a
month and two, weeks each year with the Murray
%Army Reserve Unit.
This bonus offer is for a limited trme only, so don't
wait. Find 011 today if you are qualified for the Ar-
my Reserve BonuS Program •
_ Call Army Reserve
Opportunities
502/442-2949
Out Of Town Call Coll%ct
.14
4n San Antonio on Wednesday,
with Game 4 there on Friday.
In Phoenix. the Suns pulledit
out a 113-103 victory before a/
sellout crowd of 12,660 at
Veterans Memorial Coliseum.
The victory cut Seattle's lead
in the best-of-seven. NBA
Western Conference charn-
---pionship sefies to 2-1, with
Game 4 slated for Tuesday
night in Phoenix.
"It had to be mental," said
Grevey, who scored 12 of his 18
points in the third quarter. "In
practice, I would be in the
groove. But then I would be
pressing in a game.••
Grevey, along with the other
Washington guards, has been
horrible in postseason play,
hitting only 32 of 89 shots, or 36
percent, in the seven-game
quarter-final series against
Atlanta and the first game
against San Antonio, lost by
Washington 118-97 Friday
night. The guards were only 10
for 39 against the Spurs 'in
Game 1.
"I just haven't been doing
normal things," said Grevey.
"1 haven't been sleeping. I
disconnected the phone. I quit
• ... -------- the newspapers
because of the criticism that's
been written, some of it
directed at me personally."
He mentioned one story that
said that if Grevey and Tom
Henderson, the other starting
gnard who also is playing out
his Option, did not do well in
the playoffs, they won't be
around next year. .
The gullets were kept in the
game early by center Wes
Unseld, who controlled the
boards by pulling down 22
rebounds, including 10 of-
fensive ones. He also w7§ the
Bullets' high scorer with 26
points, missing the first shot
he took and then making the
next 12 in a row.
"I just happened to b in the
right place at the right time,"
Unseld said. "That's what
offensive rebounding is all
about.''
-Spurs Coach Doug Mw said
it wasn't the shooting o!
Washington guards, who wt.nt
15 for 41, that gave the Bullets
the victory.
"We broke down on tram,
sition," said NP.•«. '•The? ...,t
their fast break g•ting and
didn't get back t.:.cover." '
The Spurs wt r. ahead 64-59,
with 8:23 renainipl__ in :he
third period when the fleets
ran -- tiff -10—straight•
mainly from thk running the
game.
"With Grevey hitting.
going to make Gt 4
Gervin play r/re dcf(n,,. He
isn't going to -be rirt:I..7.4
around like h(
Elvin Hayes. who h.e:
points for the Bulk is.
Larry Kenon was the
scorer for San Antonio
Gervin, who had 34
series opener got
James Silas, with '28 1
night. made only 14 SUT:, .1:
'"We just had much r
defensive aggressivi.:.t,
explained Suns Cow+.
MacLeod, whose club has :tk , qi
all six playoff gam. ,• :!'s
played at horn( this year.
'There was
prover-1m nt in (b fins,
had some good fast break
opportunities. I think we could
be more aggressive, although
I thought our effort • was
good."
In the first game of the
series, • the SuperSonics out-
rebounded the Suns 56-45 and
coasted to a 108-93 victory.. In
Game, 2, the Suns offense
-Tinr7rWett,-- but Seattle took a




to 52-46. At the same time, the
Suns won the battle on the
offensive boards 24-19.
-You can only ...givethem
one shot," said Lenny Wilkins,
whose SuperSonics are the
defending conference
champions_ "You can't allow
a team two or three shots, and
that hurt us.'•
At the same trme, Wilkens
doesn't think the victory was
due to so much to what the
Sui)s did • but what the
SuperSonics didn't do.
-They did a better job
because we allowed it," said
Wilkins. "We played very
poorly as a team.
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Doyle Miller delivers en route to his complete-game triumph over Morehead yesterday. 'Mevictory gave Murray State its first OVC baseball title since 1975.
Morehead State photo
Tigers Drop Daviess Co.,
Earn 10th Straight Win
Alan Gibbs OR Brad Taylor
is bad enough, but the com-
bination of the two was far
more than Daviess County
could handle.
The duo combined to strike
out 14 batters, pushing
Murray Hig11 to a 2-1 baseball
victory at 'lea g an Field
Saturday for the Tigers' 10th
straight -victory.
Murray, 12-1, has a brief
rest before beginning district
tournament-action Thursday
at Marshall County.
Gibbs, a senior righthander„
went the first four innings and
picked up his fourth victory
without a defeat.
The Tigers scored their only
runs in the fourth inning.
Thomas Kendall doubled off
the leftfield fence to start the
uprising before Taylor singled
to right for the first score.
Catcher John _Denham
followed with the game-
winning hit to drive in Taylor.
Murray was originally
scheduled to play Daviess
County and Louisville Western
on Friday before the single
game with Daviess on
Saturday. But wet weather
washed out Friday's action.• _
The Tigers will play the
Marshall County-Calloway
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Levi Is Houston Champ
By the Associated Press
HOUSTON — Wayne Levi,
suddenly possessed of the first
individual title of his brief pro
golf career, has a plan for the
rest of the PGA tour season.
"I'm gonna relax and take it
easy for the-rest of the year,"
the physically and
emotionally exhausted Levi
said Sunday after scoring a 2-
stroke victory in the 36-hole
windup of the Houston Open
golf tournament.
. going to play, but
I'm not going to worry about
it," said Levi, a 26-year-old
who is finishing his second full
year of tour activity.
In other words, his season is
made.
The victory, built on a
course-record 8-under-par 63
for the first 18 holes of the two-
round Sunday windup, gained
for him: his first invitation to
the Masters, in 1980: a spot in
the Tournament of Cham-
pions; the sure knowledge
he'll be exempt - from
qualifying for the 1980 season;
and, with $54,000 from the
total purse of $300,000, gave
him a very respectable
$117,034 in earnings for the
season.
As for the rest of the year,
'Levi first mentioned his plans
for a 10-day cruise he and wife
Judy have for this fall.
Levi,. a native of upstate
New York now living in
Tampa, Fla., made his first
bid for prominence when he
combined with Bob Mann for a
victory in the National Team
Championship late last year.
He's threatened several
times on the tour this season,
including a tic for second in
the San Diego Open.
But this was his first in-
-dividua I victory, and he won it
with authority.
He pulled into 3-stroke
command with the 63 in the
morning round, which left
only three golfers — rookie
Mike Brannan, Sammy
Rachels and Orville Moody —
with any real chance of cat-
ching him over the final 18.
which he finished at par 71.
In addition to the course
record 63, he also had the
losvfst 54-hole total of the, year
on the tour, 197, and t a
course record .with tar 268







Division I 7-11 Years
Division 1112-16 Years
You are invited to shop and save at the largest FordDealer in Western Ky. 48 different models with over 250 new
cars 8 trucks on our lot to choose from. This includes all
types of 4 wheel drives and your smaller gas saving cars 8
trucks - We always have the best selection of used cars and
trucks. We want volume - We'll sell cheaper.















































Murray State Coach Margaret
Sinunons had a simple ex-
planation. "We've got the
depth, the people who can
place and reach the finals. But
no superstars."
Her Racer squad garnered
147 points to capture the sixth-
annual Lady Topper




second with 144 points,.
followed by Western Kentucky
in third with 121. The
University of Kentucky had
116, the Hatcher Track Club of
Gary, Ind., was next with 36,
the Terre Haute, Ind., Track
Club had 34 and the University
--ottxonisvilie was last with 10
points.
Allison Manley set a school-
record in the long jump with a
leap 20-012. Other firsts for
Murray were Karen Wilson in
the 100-meter dash (12.6) and
Cheryl Glore in the 200 meters
(25.41
Glenda Calabro was second
in the 10,000 meters 39:51);( 
the 440 relay team was second
(48.34); Wilson was second in
the 100-meter hurdles 114:54
and Brenda Fox was third;
Glore was second in the 400
meters 157.68); Glenvira
Williams was third in the 200
meters ( 25.79 ); and Cindy
Farrand was second in the
high jump with a leap of 5-7.
Manley was third in 5-6.
Western Kentucky's Anita
Jones was named most
valuable track athlete, an-
choring the winning mile relay
team Which took that event in
3:51.9. Jones won the 400-
meter hurdles in 1:00.9.
Eleven meet records fell
during the day-long event.
MSU Twilight
Meet Successful
It was the first Murray State
Twilight Invitational, and
Racer Coach Bill Cornell feels
it was a good tuneup for the
May 14-15 Ohio Valley Con-
ference championships.
"I think it was a good first
meet," Cornell said of the
_inaugural...event..SaturdaYAB
which four Roy Stewart
Stadium records were broken.
One of 'them belonged to the
trio of the Racers' David
Rafferty, Jerry Cktlin and
David Warren, who tied for
victory in the 3,000 meters.
Pat Chimes, another
Murray State runner, won the
1,500 meters in 3:44.76 and, in
the process, qualified for the
national championships in
June.
Other stadium records were
Kentucky's Pat McCulla's 182-
feet, seven-inch heave in the
discus; Indiana's Al Riggs' 230
feet, five-inch toss in the
javelin and the 51.12 time by
Ralph-Mann of the Mason-
Dixon Track Club in the 400-
yard intermediate hurdles.
stSt Twilight lai national
Smarties at Stewart Stadium
First place finishers suid all other Murray
finishes,
DISCUS -- Pat McCall' UK), i002-7,
Stan SurunonsiMSUr, Ord, 1424; Charlie
Youngren ( MSU 1.1th, 1314-
J A VEL1N - AI Rigg (IU ), x230-5
LONG JUMP - Greg Arils /AMU 
3900 METERS - David Rafferty, Jerry
Dan, David Darren MSU r. MI 06.9
4 119 RELAY - Western Kentucky.
42 2, Murray, 42.33.
MOO METERS --pac•Clustoss-(4112.1.1,-
3. 44 76. Martyn . Brewer iMason-Dixon),
3:44
• 110 HIGH HURDLES - Pat Fogarty
(AP), 13.92
HIGH JUMP Jun Durrant IWKU I. 6-
10
SHOT - Pat MCCulla L 34-7;
Simmons (14SU), 494%; Tamp's.)
MSU 1, 3644.
400 METER DASH -- Ed Stegall (MT.
SO, 47.47; Tony Smith MSU,1 3rd. 41.1L-
100 METER DASH , - Marion Dingo
/WU,. 106, Evertor Cornehus (1t4SUI.
Sid. 10.47.
.'TRIPLE JUMP- Dave Mobley (MM ).
41-14
000 METERS - Ron Acherman (UK).
112.11; Keith ()Meshy (MSU). 2nd,
112.17; Mitch Johnson ( MSU r. 3rd. 1512
110 1 HURDLES - Ralph Mann
, Mason-Dixon ,, 41.12
200 METER DASH - Dingo (WKU).
216; Cornelius MSU 1, lith, 22.47
POLE VAULT - Glen Cobeas API, 16-
0.000 METERS -Dan Dwyer (OGE AM.
Club, 34 0111
MILE RELAY - Middle Ten:imam,
3 16 09...Murray, 4th, 3 2103
Oratatairding held voile athlete - Pat
M-Ciafia, Kesterky
thestaadliag tract event athlete
Marion Wag., Western Keutarty
- Stewart Stachtirn record
The Murray State trio of (from left) David Warren, Jerry Odlin and David Rafferty cruised
to a tie for first in the 3,000 meters Saturday in the MSU Twilight Invitational at Stewart
Stadium.
Staff photo by Tony WtLson
Little People
Bid's Finish A Victory For Them
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
LOUISVILLE - It was a
victory for the kid, the Bid, the
delightful popoff, Bud - and
old-fashioned sentiment.
It was a great day for kids
with pimply faces and lofty
ambitions, hot-walkers and




W L Frt. GP
Philadelphia 17 7 708
Montreal 17 7 KO
Chicago 12, 10 345
St Lout i 13 12 .330
New York 1 14 311 7%
PttIsbutidi 9 14 391 7%
WEST
Houston 37,11 607
San Francisco 13 15 464
San Diego 12 16 429
Los Angeles 11 18 .379
Atlanta I 17 120
Saturday's Gasses
Chicago 9. Atlanta 3
San Francisco 6, New York 4
Cincinnati 6. Houston 2
Pittsburgh 6, St Louis 5
Philadelphia 11, I,os Angeles 0
San Diego I. Montreal 3
Sudsy's Genies
Cincinnati 17-2, Roust,. 5-8
Chicago 14, AUsuila 13
St louts 4. Pittsburgh 2
Philadelphia 4. 1.01 Angeles 0
Montreal 7, San Diego 5
New York 3, San Francisco 4
Mosday's Games
Pittsburgh , Candelaria Dli at Atlanta
(M.Mahler 0'Z(. )
— Philadelphia (Carlton 24) at Son Diego
(Ow-hallo, 1141(, In)





Pittsburgh at Atlanta, ,n
Si louts at Houston, r n)
Ptuladelphia at San Diego, t n
New York at los Angeles. (n)









for the Murray-Calloway girls
softball league is scheduled
for tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center.
The .meeting is for parents
interested in forming a sound
program. Those willing to.
coach or help are especially -
invited, said league President
Durwood Beatty.
The league will consist of a
lower division for girls ages 7-
11 and an upper division for
girls 12-16. Girls may register
by calling the park office at


















W L Pet GB
IS 9 667 -
14 9 MO 1
17 11 607 Pi
12 13 500
9 12 421 6
17 320 9




14 11 560 Po
14 12 334 4
12 13 MO 5.-t
10 17 370 Ilt-e
9 19 771 10
Solunlay's Games
Boston It. Seattle 4
New York S. Oakland 4
KIWIS City 3, Cleveland 2
Detroit 8, Minnesota 4
Milwaukee A, Toronto I
Baltimore 9, California 1
Chicago 7. Texas 6
Siesday's Games
Milwaukee 4. Toronto 0
Baltimore 6. California 0
Seattle 3, Boston 2
New York 6, Oakland 5, 10 innings
Cleveland 5, Kansas CltY
Minnesota 9, Detroit 6
Chicago 3, Texas 0
Moodily'. Games
California (Ryan 4.1) at Boston Torrey
2.11,13)
Oakland (Langford 134 at Baltimore
(Stone 3-1), In)
Seattle (McLaughlin 1-1 r at New York
(711int (n)
Chicago (Trout 04, at Detroit Rosana
14). (n)
Toronto (Huffman 2-2 at Minnesota
(Goltz (n
Krises Qty ( Leonard 34, at Texas
(Corner 2-3). (n )
Twealay's GOMM
California at Boston, (n)
Oakland at Baltimore, (n)
Seattle at New York, (nr
Chicago at Detroit. n
Cleveland at Milwaukee, (no
Toronto at Minnesota, n




C1HC.AGO WittE SOX - Recalled
Steve Trout. pitcher, from Iowa of the




.DALLAS COWBOYS- Signed Vincnte 
Scan. tight end
FRANCISCO oras' Signed
Denny Walker and Mike Chronister. wide
receivers, Troy Thomas, defensive and;




BATTING ;86 at NAV - Kemp, Del,
414. Lemon, Chi, .404. Smalley. Min, .310;
Pryor, CIA, .371. %%fang, Min, 357.
RUNS - Otis, KC, 23; Lynn, Bat, 32;
Lenore, Del, 72. Dauer, Bal, 20: Rice,
Bet 30: Cooper, Mil. 20; Lemon. Chi, 20;
Sznalley, Min. 20
RBI - Baylor. Cal, D. Porter, KC, 26;
Cooper, Mil, 24; Singleton, Bal, 73; Lynn,
Ban, 23
FITTS - Lemon. Chi, 40, Smalley. Min,
S. Cooper, Mil, 36; Horton, Sea, 33;
Barth. Tor, 34; Carew, Cal, 34, Lansford,
Cal. 34
DOUBLES -- Layton. CtU, : Cooper,
MU, to, Downing, Cal, 1I; CWashgtn, Chi,
it. Yount, 5411, 8; McRae, KC, 11: Norwood,
Min. I.
TRIPLES -- LeFlore, Det, 3; RJones,
Sea, 3, 12 Tied With 2
HOME RUNS - Lynn. Ban, 11;
Singleton, BM, 8; Thomas. hUl, I, Cooper,
Mil. 7, Ogilvie. MIL 7
STOLEN BASES-- Nam, Ses, 13: Otis.
KC, 11. LeFlore, Det, 10; 6 Tied Dith
PITCHING 14 Decisions - John, KY. 6-
0, 1 000, 1 92, Koomnan. /4in, 5-0. 1 DO.
439, Jenkins, Tex, 4-0, 1 COO. 356. Mar-
shall. Mtn. St, en, es; Paltrier. Sal, 4-1,
BOO. 270. Ryan. CM, 4-1, 800. 261,
Splittorff, KC.4-1, 800,2.34. Drago, Bet 3-
1. MO. 1 SI
STRIKEOUTS - Ryan. Cal, 42, Guidry,
NY. 36, Jenkkm, Tex, 34; Rosman. Min,
31; Wortham, (hl, 20.
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING 163 at bats) - Brock, MI..
392, Winfield, SD, .375: Carter. MU. 3186,
Grtffey. CM, .364, Cromartie. WI. 133.
Ropier. All, 333
RUNS - Puhl. 04th. 24, Winfield, SD, 23,
Parker, Pgli. 23. North, st. n, Concepcn,
Ctn, 21
RBI - Foster, (In, 23, Carter, MU, 24.
Cabell, Htn. 23, Winfield, SD. n. Schmidt,
Phi, 22. Murphy, AU, n
HITS Winfield, SD, 13, Griffey.
40, Crania die; Mtl, 31; Mott, ML 38,
Foster, CU,, 36, Puhl, Htn, 38
DOUBLES - Parrish, MU, 10,
Cromartie, MI. 10, KHrnandz, SU- 10.
Reitz,. ML, 10. Morten. an. 10
TIIIPIES TScott. MI.. 5. Winfield,
SD, 4; Templeton. Stl., 3. Concepcn. Cin,
3, Jerez. 13th, 2; Metzger, SF, 3
HOME RUNS - Schnuck, PM, 9.
Murphy, AO, 9; Carter, WI IL Dawson,
MI), I, Kingman, Cht 7; SiMIDOrle: 811, 7;
WInfield. SD. 7 . .
STOIEN BASES - Moreno. Pgh. 13,
CateU, 04th. 11, JCruz. Mtn, 9. Morgan.
Cin, 11 -, S Iled With?
PTTCHING 14 Decisions - Ruthven.
Phi, 54.1.0013 1.91. Rise, MU, 4-0, l041
3.41; Espinosa, Phi. 4-1. 100. 116:
Richard, litn, 4-1, 800, 3 21; Reed, Phi, 3-1.
750, 071; Littell, SU- SI, 750, 321,
Andujar.14th, 3-1, 750, 3 311, KForsch. Htn.
31. 750. 2 U.
STRIKEOUTS - Richert 04th. 47,
PNIekrn. Att, 32, Sutton. LA. 32. Mura.
SD. 11, FUyiewen, Pgh, 29. Blue, SF, 29
trainers who spend a lifetime
medicating and nursing cheap
claimers, the little guys in the
tough, competitive world of
thoroughbred horse racing.
Now that Spectacular Bid
h$s spectacularly put his hoof
prints on the 105th Kentucky
Derby, don't haul out the
caviar, shrimp and cham-
pagne. Bring on the. beer and
pretzels.
It was a triumph for the
little people.
More than anything, this
race should stand as a
monument to a quality little
-practiced -in today's hard-
bitten society, especially' that
sector around the backstretch
The quality: heart and
understanding.
"We've got to give the kid a
chance,' insisted owner
'Harry Meyerhoff, hi:s. wife
_Teresa and son Tom when
there was talk of benching the--
Bid's 19-yearold jock''. Ron
Franklin, after an abysmal
race in the Florida Derby in
March.
Buddy Delp, the horse's
loquacious and sometimes
explosive trainer, had given
the boy a terrible tongue-
lashing, calling him an -idiot'.
in front of a nationattetcrtsron-
audience, and warned h(
might be replaced by th€
veteran Bill Shoemaker.
Franklin bit his lip and
survived the ordeal. Or
Saturday, he guided his iron-
gray speedster around the 1,4-
mile track with the hand of a
genius and drew the ultimate
accolade from his boss, Delp
"You can put your head (7
the air now."
The Meyerhoffs and Delp
were chided by seasoned
handicappers and second-
guessed by the press for
risking an $18 million horse
into the inexperienced hands
of a rookie who had been
riding little more than a year.
Franklin, a 16-year-old high
school dropout, had never
been on a horse or at a track.
when he showed up at
Baltimore's Pimlico in 1976
and asked for work.
Delq gave him a job as a
hotwalker, one of the lowliest
chores around a track. The
boy shoveled manure and
tossed hay until he was trusted
in the saddle in the winter of
1976-77. He completed his
apprenticeship in February'
.with the best novice record in
the country. He moved into the
home pi Delp, a bachelor, and
became virtually another son.
- nut- "fie—inherited Spec-
tacular Bid, born at a small
breeding establishment
known as Buck Pond Farm
outside Lexington and pur-
chased by the Meyerhoffs for
$37,000. Delp had spent 20
years around race tracks:1-
mostly in Maryland, without
-having a champion. In all that--
time he won only one $100,000
race.
What next? There's the
Preakness at Pimlico May 19
-arid, after that, the Belmont
Stakes June 9. To hear Delp
tell it, .. Man o' War and
Secretariat then will become
faint memories. And the guys
down at the pub will break out




Murray State raced past
Tennessee Tech 8-1 in. men's
college tennis action Sattr-
day, closing out its regular'
season schedule with a 26-5
mark. -
The Ohio Valley Catiference
championships are set for
Cookeville May 14-15.
Terje Persson fell to Tech
Pete Newfield 6-3, 6-3, but that
was the only match the Racer"
were to lose. Chris Leonard
stopped Bob Sillman 6-1, 6-3 at
No. 2; Roger Berthwame beat
Scott Eads 6-3, 6-3; Finn
Swarting defeated Robin
Arnent 6-1, 6-2; Mike Costigan
whipped Chad Fitzhugh 6-4, 7-




Spillman 6-1, 7-5; Costigan-
Swarting defeated Eads-
Arnent 6-2, 6-2; and Willie-
Berthiname beat Fitzhugh-
Gentry 7-5, 6-2.
Racer Coach Bennie Purcell
said Murray may play Austin
PeaY in a makeup match
Friday.
Slump-Snapper
By the Associated Press
Philadelphia's Mike Sch-
midt came to Los Angeles with
a batting slump that might
have rubbed off on the
Dodgers. He left with five
home runs and nine runs
batted in for the series while
Los Angeles went scoreless 21
consecutive innings.
Schmidt was 0-for-17 until
the ninth inning of Thursday
night's series-opening contest.
Then, after striking out three
times against Rick Sutcliffe,
he blasted one of the rookie's
pitches for a homer.
"I was thinking then it
might be a stepping stone,"
said Schmidt, who couldn't
have been more correct. He
hit one more Friday night, two
on Saturday and another
Sunday in the Phillies' 4-0
triumph.
"I hope this streak doesn't
end," said Schmidt, "but I'm
realistic enough to know I'm
not a .300 hitter."
But Schmidt, with a .255
lifetime batting average in six
full National League seasons,
is a long-ball hitter. His homer
Sunday was his ninth of the
season and the 199th of his
career
The Dodgers, meanwhile,
seem to have picked up where
Schmidt's slump left off. They
got six hits Sunday, as Nino
Espinosa threw his second
Schmidt Bombs
Dodgers With 5 HRs
shutout of the season, and
suffered their sixth loss in
seven games.
The defeat also was their
sixth in seven games against
the Phillies.
"I hope we got them mad
enough that they beat up
Montreal," said Schmidt,
noting the Expos ( tied with the
NL-East leading Phillies
start a threegame series
against Los Angeles later in
the week.
In the other NL games
Sunday, the Expos beat the
San Diego Padres 7-5; the New
York Mets nipped the San
Francisco Giants 5-4; the
Chicago Cubs topped the
Atlanta Braves 14-13; the St.
Louis Cardinals nipped the
Pittsburgh Pirates 4-2 and the
Cincinnati Reds routed
Houston 17-5 before loaing 8-2
in the nightcap of their double-
header.
Philadelphia pitching easily
outdid the Dodgers' staff in
the last two games of the
series. The Phillies roughed
up Los Angeles for 11 runs
Saturday night and the four
Sunday.
Doug' Rau, 0-4, was the
victim of Sclunidt's two-run
shot.
Expos 7, Padres 5
Gary Carter's fifth-inning
grand slam capped a five-run
Montreal burst against
Gaylord Perry and carried the
Expos past the Padres.
Mets 5, Giants 4
Doug Flynn's run-scoring
single with two .out in the
eighth inning capped a four-
run rally and lifted the Mets
over the Giants. San Fran-
cisco, which had a four-game
winning streak snapped, built
a 4-1 lead before New York
came back.
Cuba 14, Braves 13
Tim Blackwell's windblown
triple and Scot Thompson's
pinch single gave the Cubs the
extra point in their runfest.
"Fourteen runs and you still
have to struggle like the devil
to win," exclaimed Cubs
Manager Herman Franks.
Cardinals 4, Pirates 2
Ted Simmons' sixth-inning
homer snapped a 1-1 tie and
helped St. Louis beat Pitt-
sburgh.
Reds 17-2, Astros 5-8
Cincinnati's Champ Sum-
mers, unimpressed by the
imposing figure of 6-foot-8
Houston pitcher J.R. Richard,
drove in five runs to help the
Reds paste the Astros in the
opener. Summers added a
three-run homer in a perfect 4-
for-4 first game at the plate.
Martinez Tosses 2-Hitter;
Guidry Stellar In Relief
By the Associated Press Martinez also avenged the
It began on anything but an -hit by Baylor. He struck out
auspicious note. Dennis Baylor to end the game, his
Martinez's first six pitches- 115th and last pitch being
were balls, and Baltimore
Manager Earl Weaver sent
pitching coach Ray Miller to
the mound.
"I told Dennis to start
throwing the ball and stop
aiming it," Miller said. Yanks 6, A's 5 _. _
Martinez, a 23-year-old Guidry, the Cy Young
righthander in his third season winner who volunteered to go-
with the Orioles, apparently to the bullpen to replace the
took the advice to heart. He injured Rich Gossage, came
pitched no-hit ball until into a 5-5 ballgame with one
--California's Don Bayloik-„, out in the seventh and a
singled on a 1-2 pitch to lead runner on third.
off the seventh and wound up
with a two-hit, 6-0 shutout over
the Angels. .
"Baylor hit a pretty good
pitch. It was a slider, low and
away," Martinez said, adding
that he didn't even know he
had a no-hitter going until the
previous inning.
Martinez said he thought a
hard grounder by Dan Ford
right at second baseman Kiko
Garcia might have been ruled
a hit in the fourth. Instead,
Garcia was giVen an error, but
Martinez hadn't noticed.
looked at the scoreboard
in the sixth and said, 'Hey,
they don't have any hits. I've
got to try and get it. Why
not?"
Martinez, -1-2- after three 
consecutivewins, didn't give
up another hit until Rod Carew
singled with two out in the
ninth. He struck out three and
walked two—
Elsewhere in the American
League, Ron Guidry, in his
new relief role, pitched the
New York Yankees to a 6-5
victory over Oakland, Seattle
got by Boston 3-2, Milwaukee
blanked Toronto 4-0,
Cleveland nipped Kansas City
5-4, Minnesota outgunned
Detroit 9-6 and the Chicago
White Sox shut out Texas 3-0.
clocked at 90 mph.
Eddie Murray's two-run
homer and Gary Roenicke's
solo blast provided all the runs
Martinez needed.
He struck out Oakland's
Miguel Dilone, who was
caught looking at a slider on
the outside corner, and retired
Larry Murray on a popup.
Mariners 3,'Red Sox 2
Designated hitter Willie
Horton ripped four singles and
drove in two runs, including
the tie-breaker in the ninth
inning.
Brewers 4, BItie Jays 0
Milwaukee right-hander
Lary Sorensen blanked
Toronto on four hits, walking
one and striking out two. Sixto
Lezcano had a pair of run-
scoring singles, and Robin
Yount hit his third homer of
the year, a solo shot in the
second inning.
Indians 5, Royals 4
Cleveland rallied for all its
runs in the ninth inning,
capped when reliever Steve
Mingori issued a bases-loaded
walk to Rick Waning. The
Indians' Mike Paxton, 2-1,
tossed a five-hitter.
Twins 9, Tigers 6
Roy Smalley slammed a
three-run homer in the eighth
to power Minnesota and
reliever Mike Marshall to









107 N. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky.
Hours:
7 A.M. to 5 P.M. Weekedays
7 A.M. to 12 P.M. Sat.
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Vernon Stands Behind Bombshell I1I'}1H.R.S. Mobil
Disco Show









Associated Press Writer .
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
James Vernon, a Democratic
candidate for lieutenant.
governor, says he is standing
behind the verbal bombshell
he tossed last week at rival
Bill Cox during a statewide
televised panel.
Toward the end of a 1,2-hour




Vernon turned to Cox and told
him that he is one of the




Vernon called on Cox to
withdraw from the race. Cox
denied any involvement in the
investigation, said he would
not pull .out and threatened
later to file a slander or libet
suit.
The informal five-da
deadline Cox set for such a
lawsuit — unless Vernon
retracted his allegation— was
Monday.
Cox said in a weekend
statement that he has been
advised "that I have vela
-
KENTUCKY
•7(R9cD. sns zai.,(Av n wxio
German Heritage Festivai, Louisville
Barren River Lake State Resort Park
A Craftsman ,n Eastern Kentucky
Ephraim McDowell House, Danville
Looking for a way to beat the energy
crunch-and still get away to a great
vacation?
Relax. Kentucky's for Kentuckians. too.
.... 
-' -
Splendid cities and scenic campgrounds,
historic homes and exciting _festivals.
affordable accommodations, vacation
attractions galore-all located within a
few family or even a few minutes' drive.-
-\
Kentucky . . great for Kentuckians'
Vacations so close-and tel so far away.
Boating on Kentucky Lake
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limited legal recourse
regarding comments made
about me so long as I'm a
candidate for public office."
In an interview, Vernon,
who resigned as pubhc in-
formation commissioner
under the current state ad-
ministration, said his attitude
is • 'Let's get on with it."
The remark) was the
hardest thing I ever did in my
life," The Corbin broadcast
executive said. "But I just
didn't feel I could go through
that program ( leaving the
question unresolved)."
Cox, of Madisonville, was a
member of Gov. Julian
Carroll's inner circle for years
and later became federal
fia2away administrator. He
resigned to run for lieutenant
gov e rnor
The FBI in its wide-ranging
investigation has subpoenaed
the records of Cox's former
employer, Ligon Trucking Co.
of Madisonville, and four
other trucking firms: The
probe reportedly centers




LLAernor - state Auditor
George Atkins and Rep.
Carroll Hubbard, D-Ky —
have criticized what they call
a delay in impaneling a
federal grand jury to hear the
investigatory data.
Vernon and another can-
didate for lieutenant gover-
nor, Martha Layne Collins,
have asked the U.S. Justice
Department to expedite the
process, declaring delay puts
all candialatesainder a
Anyone watching (us) that
'One-To-One
On Channel 11
'One To One," a drama
written and produced by
Murray State University
students will be aired at 7
tonight on MSU-TV, cable
channel 11.
The student production
recreates the lives of two
famous Black Americans,
Harriet Tubman and Aliens
Allensworth.
Mal students auditioned for
the cast and crew. Ted
Weaver produced and
directed the drama. "One To




night would know that my
remark wasn't planned,"
Vernon said. "...People who
know me well know I don't
make negative-type
statements."
Vernon reiterated that his
source for the allegation about
Cox is "unimpeachable."
•aI don't believe anybody
would be crazy enough 30 days
before the election to make
such a statement in a
statewide broadcast without
being able to back it up," he
said.
He said the charge was not
made to win a race — "that's
hardly a winning tactic" —
and has polarized feelings in
the lieutenant governor's
race, which has six major
candidates.
Cox said in his -statement
that Vernon has indulged in
"the big he" of Joe McCarthy
days and at the very least
owes Vernon and his family an
Demogratic voters an
apology.
"While I realize that Mr.
Vernon must find it most
disappointing moving into the
Last three weeks with less than
3 percent of tlw vote, I do not
think that he will gain any
'ground by throwing mud on
- me Or any other of his fellow
Democrats," Cox said.
Cox said he is the only
candidate who has undergone
a background check by the
FBI, and that "I do not intend
to dignify (Vernon's) cam-
paign by any further remarks
regarding his charges."
Meantime, Joe • Terry of
Madisonville, said the land-
mark...LI—S.__ Supreanta-Couraa
decision of the New York
Tunes vs. Sullivan appears to
say that once- a person
becomes a public figure —
such as a political candidate
— it is almostfutile to sue for
defamation.
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Purchase prior to Pool Opening and
Save $5.00
Single Pass — $20.00

































































14 Girl s haene —
17 Wolfhound
20 Let it stand 35
23 Tubercu- 37
losis tabbr I 38
24 Exists 39



















Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
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GOD IS LOVE. I John 4 8
"But seek ye first the
kingdom of God, and His
rightousness. and all these
things shall be added qnto
you " Matthew 6 33 24 hour
phone, answered by God's
servants NOT A TAPE: 759
4600 _Bible Facts and Free
Store. Hear Our broadcast





requested to check the
first insertion of ods for
corrections This
newspaper will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROMP







I HE CALLOWAY' County
Dry League and Citizens for
Drug Control. will meet
Monday. May 7th, at 7 pm in
the Woodman Hall All
members and interested

























Power of Satan in
Your Life" 759-























(A;to Accessories. sIc /
NEI INSPECTION
Compfoto Imo of am, frock,









REDUCE SAFE and fast
with GoBese Tablets and E
yap "water pills" Holland







Fire (County I 753-6952
Foster Parents 753-5362
Hospital ..... 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc. 759-4141








State Pol. . 1-800-592-5401
This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of
The Murray Ledger &
Times and the Social
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep handy






S. LOST & FOUND
LOST. AUSTRAILAN
Shepherd, 2 year old, white,
gray and black. Lost on S 121.
Reward! Call 753 2287. ' 
LOST SIBERIAN Husky,
white with blue eyes, red
collar. If found call 753 7646





offered if found Call 489
2328
LOST MALE puppy, 6
weeks old, brown and black,








resume to P.O Box 32 Q,
Murray, X Y  
EXPERIENCED"- SEWING
Machine operators Apply in
person, Calloway
Manufacturing Company.
111 Poplar St. Murray, KY.
WANTED EXPERIENCED
body man Apply at Gene's
Body shop, So. 4th Street or
Call 753 5374
9. SITUATIONS WANTED
wiptiao like to stay -wl-th.
elderly lady and do light
housekeeping Call 753 4E32.
10. BUS. OPPORTUNITY




sound company Will buy
back A not succeSsful Call





















call or write: Mr. Tom
Buffington, CIT Finan-
cial Services, 117 S. 4th
St., 753-6702,
An Equal Opportunity Em-
ployer
SWIMMING - POOL
distributor has surplus brand
new first -quality above
ground family pools corn
plete witn Fitter, ladder.
sun deck, stairs, pump,
completely installed only
5796 No money down, terms
arranged to fit your budget "
Call warehouse toll free in
„Kentucky area 1 800 292 9438
4Eselse1w56h2ere call collect 15071
14, WANT TO BUY
JUNK CARS Call after 5 pm,,474 8838. _ _
WANTED TO buy standing •
'timber, top prices paid. 489
2334,
15, Airricies FOR SALE'
FOR SALE: arttigtre oak
double bed,. antique couch,
needs refinishing, (oak with
Zama- iikSONS in each end). 4
dining room chair's, need
refinishing, one Hepplewhite
chest, one oak hall free with
umbrella stabd 753 8378.
A-0T? KEY wind wat-
ches an fqintlock qpn Will










































































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
le. HOME FURNISHINGS 
18 CUBIC FOOT chest
freezer, slightly damaged,
$260 moritgoniery Ward, 753
voe  
FREEZER SALE. 5 cu. ft.
chest, 5196.88. 15 cu. ft.
chest, $259.88. 16 Cu. ft.
upright, $238 00. 18 cu. ft.
chest, $288 00. 19 Cu. ft.
upright, 1299 88, 23 Cu. ft.
chest, $349.88 Montgomery
Ward, 753 1966.
HIDE A bed, good condition
Call  7.53 1423. 
MUST SELL! Sears Ken
more heavy duty washer and
dryer. Call 7531949 after S
pm
ZENITH CONSOLE, AM-FM
stereo tape player, maple
wood, like new. Maple coffee
table and two end tables. 759-
1106 •
le-FARM EQUIP. 
CASE 1150 TRACK loader,
excellent att thewa y, $114/00.
1615) 232 7404.  32. APTS. FOR RENT
MAO.. NaME SALES 
1978 MODEL LIBERTY, 12X
60, 2 bedroom mobile home,
all electric, well insulated,
with Kenmore refrigerator
and ice maker Take over
payments. Call 753 0270 or
753 $696.
TRAILER, 12 X 60, GAS, and
lot for sale. Phone 759• 1078
after $ pm.
12 X 60 TWO BEDROOM,
furnished, gas heat, $3150.
Call 753 3016.
60 X 12 HOUSE TRAILER,
furnished, located 21,7 miles
off New Concord Highway on
one acre lot Priced at $1975
Two boy clean up body shop
with compresser and office
Call 753-0595 before 6 pm, and
753-8403 after 6 pm. Ask for
Wes.
211. MOB. HOME RENTS
MOBI-LE HOME for rent, 3
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, central
air, dishwasher. Ideal for 2
or 3 single adults to 'share.
Call 753-0364 or 7531455 after
S prn.
a R-60 TRAILER FOR rent,
see Mrs. Brandon Dill at
Dill's Trailer Court.
29. HEATING & COOLING
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners. 753-1551 or 753
9104.
-6 HP ROTOR tiller, one year FOR RENT: New 2 bedroom
old, $200 or best offer. townhouse apartment, all
Electric weed eater, $40 or carpet, range, refrigerator,best offer. Call 436,5601.  dishwasher, disposer,
HEAVY DUTY tri axle washer and dryer hookup,
trailer, $2000. (6151132.7404. central air. Call 753.7591
JOHN DEERE riding 33. ROOMS FOR. RENT 
mower, 36" cut, electric ROOMS FOR rent, $60 per
start, !Ike new. Phalle 753- month plus sharing utilities.
6603.  Adjoining MSU at 113 N 14th
NEW TOBACCO scaffold Street. 753.9097.
wagons, double wide, 24'
long. 1-816-6029 in Hopkin-




ROOMS FOR rent, shared
bath and kitchen facility, $65
per month. Call 753-9030. 
I-00MS FOR rent, available
now, one block from campus,
. air conditioned, $60 per
month, $50 deposit. Call 753
9341.
35. FARMS FOR RENT
FARM HOUSE near Ken
lake on Ledbetter Road, $50
__pre month. For details  call 1.
-5 J 216 234 4383 or write C.
Waldrop, 18800 Whitney
Kelley's Termite Road, Stringsville, OH 44156.
& Pest ertrol IC RENT OR LEASE
24. MISCELLANEOUS
A GIFT as special as your
Mom a microwave oven,
only $17 a month. J 8 B
Music, 753.15. 
DISPLAY CASE. 6 ft. high, 3
ft wide, 18" deep, metal
frame clear plexaglass sides,
2 locking plexaglass doors in
front equipped with floresent
lights, revolving shelves,
. $150. Call after 5 pm, (502)
522 6329
, FOR SALET .Tomatoe and
pepper plants, also shrubs.
South 16th extended, Wiswell
Road, follow signs. 
KWIK WAY AUTOMOTIVE




reamers and 0.d. grinding.
• Includes several other at--
tachments.-S200. Call after 5
pm, (502) 522 6329. 
.
SAW DUST for sale.
Shoemaker Lumber Corn
party, McKenzie, TN. (901)
352.5777;
TAILORED LADIES riding
suit, for English or Western
showing. Coat and slacks.
yellow, size 1112, 115. Worn
only tWice, very nice. Call
-753 1916 from 8 till 5 and 753
" 6331 after 5 pm.
21-.-TV-RAC110
40' ROHN TOWER.
parabolic aut for channel)
17 In dash AM FM 8-track,
Pushbutton radio, CB hump
mounts with speakers. SWR
meters, antennas: Call 436
5601.
WANTED: RESPONSIBLE
party to take up payments on
23" color 4.v. .1 8. B Music,
753 7375.
27.-N108. NOME JAILS 5




derpinning, extra nice. $4500
Call 753 8177
12 X 70 ALL ELECTRIC, 2
bedroom, 2 bath, furnished
treiler. Take over paymentS







BULLS FOR sale! Per
formance tested half,, three
quarters, seven eighths
blood Simmental and Maine
Anjou bulls. Only the very
best performance bulls
%select from over 1,000
perfor ante tested cows are
being' offered for sale
Broadbent Farms, Cadiz, KY
42211. Phone days, 235-5182.
WALKING HORSE gelding
D pple gray, while mane
a tail, 10 years old. Was
Own extensively from 4 to 7
years old. Won state 4-H
horse show, walking horse
division, 3 years straight.
Has been off show circuit for
3 years. Spirited, very well
trained, excellent trail horse.
Unregistered. S750. Call 753-
1916 from 8 till 5, and-ask for
Lisa, after 5 pnl call 753-6331.
• 43. REAL ESTATE
South 12th at Sycarnor•
TELEPHONE 753'8t,'
Highland Oaks Sub-
division is where you










if i Arial 'sneer • 17- _
MEW OFFICE HOURS
Mond:* ‘• 7:30-Noon
PRICE 01610 CUT 11.50
for hospital & hoinscoolls *Arse call 7531615 on* de; in ed-
wince. Motery Puristic Servrce.
Closed All Da) Wed
Saturday 7,30 til 5:00




• Mae a Pomp
• 1111•44 beisaiong
• gem dock
• Lay Pad itlifirweic









Great Sayings ON 22 MODELS
CALL NOW!
$'e 8"" (502) 966-4258
r 1PENGUIN POOLS











gray and brown, 6 weeks old,
150. 759 1097.,
43. REAL ESTATE
1.61 ACRES IN Kirksey. Set
up for mobile home with
well, septic tank, electric
pole and 20 X 30 garage 285
feet of highway frontage
Owner says sell. Listed at
$5000. The Nelson Shroat Co
Realtors. 759.1707.
Professional Serv ices
With The Friendly Touch'
WANT YOUR OWN
PRIVATE PARK?
Then See 'This Wooded





heat, glassed sun por-
ch. Large garden
area. A Great Buy At
$32,500.
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
FRESH AIR! Rolling hills
and deer air are in abun-
dance at this 12 acre ns.1
tract not too far "out". 3
bedroem mobile home and a




0 19 78 Under' Sindtcate Inc eto
THEY CAN'T CONTROL THE PRICE









bath. R-30 insulation in
the ceiling. Plenty of
room for a workshop
or game room in the
full -basemeRt, Just
right for starter home.







NICELY WOODED five acre
homesites located on
blacktop road near lake. Any
of these attractively priced
properties can be bought
with a low down payment.
and the balance financed
over an -extended period.
John C Neubauer, Realtor,
1111 Sycamore St., 753 0101,
753 7531.
Prufesesunal Services, ;
With The Fervidly Touch'
Want a High Return
Investment? See
Boyd's Trailer Park, 3
miles East on High-
way 94 - 2 acres - 5
trailers - 8 additional
spaces - $875 income
per month. City water,
2 new 1,000 gallon con-
crete septic tanks.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th St.
THE ARRANGEMENT.. If
retied like Separate living
quarters for parents, in laws
or guests, you'll love thiS. 3
hedroom home plus apart
inent with separate en
trance, has fireplace,
hasement, wooded lot and is
,onvenient to shopping area.
Buy now and appreciate for
years to comet Dial 753












building on S. 4th
Street with business
area in front, shop
area in back and
possible living area
Upstairs could be the
answer tb your needs.
Building is on 100' x
250' lot. Call Today
For Details. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th St.
43. REAL ESTATE






to help you in reel
estate.
Wayne Wilson at
















take a look at a
delightful change. This
3 bedroom, 2 bath






great room, central air
and professionally
landscaped. Take a




TUCKED AWAY on a quiet
cut de sac! Walk to shopping
center...spend time relaxing
in your. new 3 bedroom, 1',
bath home with all new
appliances Priced in the mid
530's. Call 753.1492 for an,
appointment.. Offered by






Ph '901 '479-2985 479-3713
Sotith Fultrin Tenn
43. REAL ESTATE
LEVEL BEAUTY on 10
seculded acres. Master
bedroom and bath on upper
level. Living room, dining
area, kitchen, bedroom,
bath, and utility room on
main level. Family room,
bedroom, bath on lower
level. Wood burning stove,
unique cor. 24 X 24 garage
Must see to aPpreciate.
Listed at $62,500. The Nelson
Shroat Co. Realtors. 759-1707.
Purdom & Thurman






One of the more unique
homes in Murray is





design in a home and
want something
uniquely different.
This is a beautiful tri-
level 3 bedroom, 244
bath home with
spaciousness throu-




sure to please. The
kitchen 'is bright and
spacious with large
bay window. All this







44_ LOTS FOR SALE
APPROXIMATELY DNE
acre, water and septic, 6
miles east of fAUrraY. $3000.•
436 5482
45. FARMS FOR SALE
40 ACWE PA RM. 32 acres
tencfable and Good 7 room
farm house, 3.0ut builaings.
in good lo.':at on Call 43r
4343. .
18 ACRES N-TH good barn.
Call 436 5581 or 7,53-0584.
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
_
BY OWNER 1 bedroom, 2
bath, liy,rq, dining, and
family roor•-• ihith fireplace,
eat in kifchen, has heat, near
Murray H1o1,7 811 Doran
BRoad. 0743




fu i  denbawthitsh.m living roo. large
fireplace, country kitchen,
. two car oarage, fenced
backyard, 0,15. heat, central
air, Shown r*' appointment
(Inix.. cat!. 759 4501 
FRAME HOu:-E, 301 So. 8th




7r."-e3i,v513.H10e;; F• Tnl  i'bedrooms,l   2
baths. For r. ore details call
7535)67
NE-W-L i s TIN .3,  bedroom,,,,.,,F.,, . rtl irivrianccje
den, 
it2h
, 2 1.°° LI;
garage, ri ,,101 gas heat and
electric ,-,, t,rick porch and
patio, lar,:1,-lped, kitchen
has mar 'm ::,o,nefs, built-in
dishwashr • d'sPOSat, utility
room witi- .'. 0 cobncections,
lots of '-i',7''age, walk. in
closets LOW 160's.
Appointmr-,1 only, 753-4133
or (7)3 i 5;, ' "7, 3844 Lake
St , Houst,, .i'(?7098.
Two RE P4 . 'OM hou- se---an- 2acres 
wit' .r .re barn west of





bath home featuring a
sunken living room,





Located on two lots
and priced at only




Look for our new signs
- everywhere!
Home window cleaning, no job too large.,
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.
Spring House Cleaning
Special
Walls, windows, floors and carpets. Free "tirnates
Insured and experienced. Call
759-1176 day or
40. HOMES FOR-SALE
BY OWNER: 1 bedrooms,
2' 2 baths, living room, dining
room, kitchen, study,
laundry, large family room
with fireplace, heat pump,
well insulated, 2 years old,
Gatesborouqh. 759.1149.
41. MOTnRCYCLES
1972 HONDA SOO, excellent
condition, will take, $425. 498
8997
HONDA MR 50, excellent
condition. 753-7104.
SUZUKI GT-550 with wind
jammer. $1000 or best offer
Ca11436 5601.
48. AUTO. SERVICE
OIL LC fitter only $11.99:
includeS 5 qt. major brand
oil. Mont9othery Ward, 753
1966.
49. USED CARS
1971 BUICK LeSABRA, good
mechanical condition$ power
steering, brakes, air, cruise.
Call 436 2289 after,5 pm.
1976 CORDOBA, FULLY
loaded including sun roof,
13500. 492 8899 after S. 498-
8643 anytime.
1972 CADILLAC, FOUR door
hardtop, $1350. Call 753-4445.
1976 CUTLASS SUPREME,
double power, air, tape,
wheels, 35,000 mites 492-
8554.
1976 DODGE CHARGER SE,
maroon, good. condition,
$4250. Call 753.2617, ask for
Tracy Williams.
FOR SALE or trade: 1974
Grand Prix with sun root,
call 753-6953.
1971 FORD LTD, 351,
automatic, air, $450. 753-7918.
MUST SELL! 1976 Ford
Granada, excellent con-
dition, low mileage. For
more information call 767-
4687 or 767 4562.
1970 PLYMOUTH ROAD
Runner, 383 engine with air,
has new tires, good bOdy and
running condition. $850.
From 10 till 5:30, 753-4150






1965 PONTIAC, FOUR door,
good meshanical condition.
753 3298 
1979 T-BIRD, 759-4459 after 5
pm.
1979 TRANS AM, 1,300 miles,
$7000. 1976 Trans Arm $4750.
75378730 if no answer 753-6965.
1977 1-BIRD. DOVE gray
with. dove gray velvet in.
tenor, moon roof, loaded
with all equipment, western
wheels and new tires, 14,000
$5850. Call 759-4515
days, and 7594852 nights.
1976 VEGA, NICE, will
trade, 51500. 436-2506.
SO. USED TRUCKS
1974 CHEVY C65 with 10 ft.
gravel , dump, excellent
shape, 57500., (615). 232-7404. 
1977 FORD PARCEL van, 14
ft. box bed, good condition.
Call 753-0859. '
FOR SALE: 1969 Chevrolet
pickup with topper. Will see
to highest bidder. 753-5923.
1969 _GMC WITH 11 ft. New
Leader spreader, bed, new







traitors, 5th wheeIST -.and
popup. Both new and used.
Complete line; parts and
-accessories, hitches, brakes,
and lights, installed. White's
Camper Sales. located East
94 highway toward • Ken
Lake; Murray, KY. Cad .753
0605.
ST. BOATS MOTORS
28' NEW CUSTOM luxury
Pontoon Houseboat. Needs
completion.- Must see to.
appreciate. $4,500. Days 642
7190. Nights 642 7381..
16' OUTBOARD WITH 80 hp
Johnson and -_ .1-tolsctaw
trailer. 5850. 753 1571
52. BOATS & MOTORS
1973 BASS BOAT, 60- hp
Johnson motor, trolling
motor and tilt trailer.
Reasonable. 753.7595.
16' SWISS SIR ski boat with
90 hp Johnson, red and white
fiberglass, including canvas
top, heavy duty trailer, skiis,
rope, presservers, will pull 2






Dilly trailer. Call aiter
14 p.m. 753-0588.
4 0 ' STARDUST
HOUSEBOAT. Newly
redecorated, 210 hp Chrysler
1.0., rebuilt this spring. CB, 3
track, sleeps 6. Very clean.
Can be seen at Mansard
Island. $9500. Days, 642 7190,
nights 642.758).
17: THUNDERBIRD. OR.
boat and trailer, big boat,
$600. 15' Faubuglass, ib, nice,
$350. Will trade. 436-2506.
53, SERVICES OFFERED
APPLIANCE REPAIR





roofing, insurance work. Call
Murray Remodeling. 753-
5167.
BYARS BROTHERS & Son. 
Generalhome remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895.
BACK HOE WORK, septic
tanks, gravel and dirt
hauling. 753-5808 or 753-5706.
BUSHOGGING, ROOF
repair and. new roofing,
building tear downs, sum-
merize houses, trailer roof
coating, if you need it we'll
probally do it. Experienced
and guarenteed work. 753.
2418 between 8 amend 9 pm. -
CARPET- CLEANING, at
reasonable rates: Prompt-





or dry cleaning. Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753-5827. 
COMPLETE ASPHALT
maintenance paving, pat-
ching, also seal coating. Call
7531148 or 753-9043. Located
at Murray Speedway, High-
way 641 Not Murray.
CONCRETE & BLOCK work.
Block garaget, basements,
driveways, walks, patios,




realistic prices. Call, tor
estimates, 753-9987 after 4 30
pm.
CAN'T GEV those small-labs




small concrete jobs. Ca)) 436
2562 after 5 pm. -
EXTERIOR AND interior
painting, carpentry work
none, decks and porches built
and repaired, gutter cleaning
,-or Installation, small
plumbing, concrete walks,
patios, and driveways also
done. Call 436-5570 after 5 PM
for free estimates.
FOR ELECTRICAL work























after 6 p.m. 489-
ilk •
DRI \..EAAY AHJTE
rocked and graded, all size
pea gravel, free , estimates.
Clifford Garrison,- 753-5429
after 4 pm.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24'
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw










FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. '




FOR YOUR garden breaking











753-2310 for free estimates.
HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
excellent references, call •
753-1486 between 7 arri and
3:30 pm, ask for Shelley. -
INSULATION BLOWN in
attics and walls. For free
estimates call 753-7505 or 753-
8277.
IT'S CLEAN-UP time. Junk
cars cluttering your yard and
fields? Free pickup service.
4744854 or 527-1315.
$3. SERVICES OFFERED
INSULATION BLOWN in by
Sears, save on these hir
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears, 751 2310, for free
estimates.
JACK'S BLACKTOP. paeift,
Patching,- also seal coating
Phone 753 1537. "
LANDSCAFOING AND lawn
care, by the lob or contract
for the entire season Cali
436-5570 -after 5 pm Free
estimates. - -7 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and atr





Jack Glover, 7531873 after 6
Om.
MITCHELL BLACKTOP
PING, driveways and small
jobs' a speciality, also pat,
ching and seal coating. 753
1537.
NEW LsAWNMOWER • Shop
located at Murray Sport
Marine Center, 718 S 4th
Street, Murray. Call 153 7400.
Fast service.
NEED YOUR yard mowed?
759-1894.
PAINTING OF 'all kinds,
home or commercial. No job




ROOFING, NEW houses. Re
roof, built-up roof, and
trailer roof coating. Call 753
3310.
WET- BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guarenteed.
Call Or write Morgan Con
struction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001, or
call day or night, 1-442 7026.
WILL DO plumbing, heating
and air conditioning, repairs
and remodeling around the
home. 753-2211.
WILL PLOW' and disk
gardens. 753-1973 or 7531413.
WILL DO . housecleaning,
$3.50 per hour, experienced,
have references. Call 474
.131334.tir,424-919
WILL INSTALL carpet, tile
and vinyt Also do sma+1
painting jobs. Free
estimates. Call 436-2623 after
6 pm.
Si. WANTED
PAYING NEW higher rate
for Silver coast, 14.50 for $1.00
face. Kennedy halves 1965 69,





Can be yours today! This choice new listing reflects
a new attitude toward comfortable, convenient
farnilytliving with special emphasis on energy con-
servation. Tri-level 3 bedroom, 2;l2 bath home has
many quality features. Why not give us a chance to
describe them to you. Phone Kopperud Realty, 753-




(This alphabetized page will run weekly - clip it from




6 a.m. to Midnight
















Kew., eerIee, see, sewer
power rid concrete tools end
etc
753-5703



















































Funeral services for Mrs.
Lillian Cook Todd, widow of
Leslie Dee Todd, were held
Sunday at 2 p.m. at the Elm
Grove Baptist Church, where
she was a member, with the
Rev. C. C. Brasher, Jr., and
the Rev. Calvin Wilkins of-
ficiating. The 'music was by
the Rev. Wilkins, soloist, and
Janet Childress, organist.
Pallbearers were J. T.
Todd, Calvin Todd, Terry
Barnhill, Jesse Rose, Charles
Gross, and Dave Jensen.
Burial was in the Elm Grove
Cemetery with the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home in
charge of the arrangements.
Mrs. Todd, formerly of
Almo Route 1, died at the age
(1 83 on Friday at 5 a.m. at the
home of a daughter,. Mrs.
Ware Ilnez ) Beall, Waukesha,
Wis. Born Nov. 30, 1895, in
Model, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Frank and
Sallie Thomas Cook.
Survivors include four
daughters, Mrs. Beall, Mrs.
Roy i Lorene) Tanksley,
Nashville, Tenn., Mrs. James
(Dorothy) Lyon, Baton*suge,
La., and Mrs. R. L. Eva )
King, Park City; two sons,
Leroy Todd, Almo Route 1.
and Marvin todd. Lake Worth,
Fla.; sister, Mrs. William
Thelma ) Rose, Detroit,
Mich.; two brothers, Carter
Cook, Hopkinsville, and Clyde
Cook, Murray; 11 grand-
children; one step grandchild;




Jessie Boyd Tucker, brother
of Mrs. Hazel Harrun of
Murray, died Thursday at the
Hardin County General -
Hospital, Sardis, Tenn.
Mr. Tucker was 65 years of
age and a retired employed of
the General Motors Cor-
poration.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Idonas Morgan Tucker;
two daughters. Mrs. Betty
Bingham, Davison, Mich., and
Mrs Annabelle Hanna, Sardis,
Tenn.; one son, Jerry Tucker,
Sardis, Term.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Hamm, Murray,
Mrs. Coma Aaron,
Decaturville, Tenn.. Mrs.
Vernell Justice, Chicago, Ill.,
and Mrs. Ruth Houston and
Mrs. Lavelle Crodey, Pontiac,
Mich.; three brothers, Willard
Tucker, Decaturville,
Habert Tucker, Jackson,
Tenn.. and Wylie Tucker. Bath
-Springs, Tenn.
The funeral was held
Saturday at 3 p.m. at, the
Pleasant Hill United
Methodist Church, Safdis.






Duncan, 608 Ellis Drive,
Murray, was pronounced dead
on arrival at 4:15 p.m. Sunday
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 56
years of age.
Calloway County Coroner
Tommy Walker said Mrs.
Duncan's death • was ac-
cidental and was attributed to
choking on food. • -
Mrs. Duncan was a member
of the Independence United
Methodist Church. Born June
6, 1922, in Calliiway County,
she was ,the daughter of the
late Prine Burkeen and Clara
Rainey Burkeen.
Survivors include her
husband, Albert Duncan, to
whom she was married on
Nov. 12. 1949; sister, Mrs. Bob
Ina Dell) Gipson, Reidland;
half sister,, Mrs. Vera
Walston, Benton; brother,
James D. Burkeen, Decter
Route 1; three half brothers.
Clyde Burkeen, Paducah,
Leamon Burkeen, Benton, and
Robert H. Burkeen, _Murray
Route 3.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m, at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Coy Garrett officiating and
Mrs. Oneida White as organist
and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Gary,
Randy, Ricky, and Richard
Burkeen, and Bobby and
Danny Gipson. all nephews.
Burial will follow in the
McDaniel Cemetery.





Charles M. Barnhart of
Hardin died Friday at 11 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. He was 78
years of age. Born Jan. 22,
1901, he was the son of the late
William Barnhart and Molly
Burkeen Barnhart.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Erma Smith Barnhart;
one son, Charles R. Barnhart,
Rock Island, Ill.; two step
sons, William Lee Gordon,
Glasgow, and Don Gordon,
Orlando, Fla.: one sister, Mrs.
Grace West, Columbia, Mo.
Mr. Barnhart was a
member of the Hardin Baptist -
Church where funeral ser-
vices were held Sunday at 2
p.m. with the Rev. James





Norwood, Voris Utley. and
Tom Clark. Burial was in the
Brooks Chapel Cemetery in
Calloway County with the
arrangements by the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton.
Training Is Completed
FORT BENNING, Ga. —
Pvt. David E. Rutledge, son of
Mx. and Mrs. Richard G
Rutledge, 1115 Fairlane.
Murray, recently completed
seven weeks of advanced







operations. This qualified him
as a light weapons in-
fantryman and as an indirect
fire crewman.
He was taught to perform
any of the duties in a rifle or
mortar squad.
Rutledge is a 1976 graduate


















Mrs. Auda Thweatt of Almo
Route 1 died Sunday at 2:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 84
years of age and the wife of
Boss Thweatt who died three
years ago.
The deceased was a
member of the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born Oct. 6, 1894, she
was the daughter of the late
John A. Harris and Mottie
York Harris.
Mrs. Thweatt is survived by
two daughters, Mrs. Clara
Thorn, Almo Route 1, and
Mrs. Wilma Stone, Ferndale,
Mich; one son, Willard
Thweatt, Alm Route 1; one
sister, Mrs. Maude Helfin,
Boaz; three brothers, Charles,
John Henry, and Archie




The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with John
Hicks officiating. '
Pallbearers will be A:lvis
and Jackie Thorn, Terry and
John Stone, Franklin Rushing,
and Joe Pat Thweatt. Bohai
will follow in the Thweatt
Cemetery.
Friands may call at the




The funeral for Homer R.
Saegesser, 1710 Calloway; was
held this morning at nine
o'clock at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
with the Rev. Raymond W.
Gage officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White as organist.
Pallbearers were Jack
Benton, "James Finser, Joe
Johannsen, Albin Krismen,
Ralph Lorenz, and Buford
Miller. Burial will follow at 4
p.m. today in the Trinity
Lutheran Cemetery in
Shamway,
Mr. Saegesser, 75, died
Friday at 10:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
banker from the Effingharn,
Ill., area., and had resided in
Benton for 12 years before
moving to Murray about 1L-2
years ago. He was a member
of the Immanuel Lutheran
Church.
Born Aug. 10, 1903, • in
Effingham County, Ill., he was
the son of the late Charles A.
Saegesser and Alvena Mann
Saegesser.
Mr. Saegesser is survived
by his wife. Mrs. Marie
Lautenslager Saegesser, to
whom he was married on June
3, 1923; one son, Samuel
Saegesser, 302 West Sixth
Street, Benton; three sisters,
Mrs. Anne Fulte, Scottsdale,
Ariz., Mrs. • Violia Dennis,
Sadasus, Ill., and Mrs. Rose
VanBehsen, Ransom. Mo.:
three brothers, Samuel A.,
Effingham, Ill., Charles F.,
Shamway, Ill., and Willard
Saegesser, Mattoon, Ill.; one
grandson. Steven A.
Saegesser, Seattle, Wash.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy take
the form of memorial con-
tributions to the Immanuel
Lutheran Church, 15th and
Main Streets, Murray.
Stock Market
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Edith Noffsinger and
Charles L. (Leroy) Eldridgt.
have been named as chair-
woman and chairman in
Calloway County in the
Carroll Hubbard for governor
campaign in the May 2?
Democratic primary.
Their appointments were
announced by David Graham.
coordinator of the local
Hubbard for governor
organization, who said "the
commitments of these two
outstanding citizens give the
Hubbard candidacy a sub-
stantial boost" in Murray and
Calloway County. '
"They are not politiciam.
but concerned citizens who
would like to see government
again become a servant of the
people," he said.
"Involvement by people of
their high character and high
ideals is an exciting testimony
for Carroll Hubbard."
Mrs. Noffsinger, a
homemaker, is active in
church activities and an ar-
dent supporter of music and
the arts. She is a member of
the Murray Woman's Club,
the Murray High School Band
Boosters and the &air of the.
First Baptist Church.
_native._ of __Mulilenberg
County, she was graduate. at
Bremen High School and
Bowling Green Business
University and also attended
Western Kentucky University.
She and her husband, Dr.
Hugh Noffisnger, coordinator
of graduate studies in the
College of Human Develop-
ment at Murray - State
University, have four children
— Amy, a junior at 'Murray
ILIE, Jon, a freshman at
Murray State, Nancy of
Murray and David of Chat-
tanooga, Tenn. The Noff-
singers live at 1109 Olive.
Eldridge has been assistant
dean of admissions at Murray
State for five years after
serving 11 years as director of
school relations and 12 years
as an agriculture teacher at
Murray Training School.
He was recognized in 1958 by
the Ford Foundation as one of
25 outstanding teachers in the
nation. He was also awarded
the American Farmer Degree
by the National Future
Farmers (FFAi Foundation
for his FFA work in Kentucky.
He earned the B.S. degree at
Murray State in 1951 and the
M.S. degree at the L'nivero..:.
of Kentucky in 1955.
Eldridge, an. elder. in 11.,
University Church of Christ,
married to the former Kate
Houston and they live on a
farm on Rt713, Murray. He a.,s4)
manages a rather large
operation for his mother. Mrs
Otis Eldridge. The Eldridges
bav.e..._a_..s_on, Charles, a
physician in Conroe. Texi,
and a daughter, Mrs. Debore.
Kay Adams of Henderson. an
elementary teacher at Clay
Webster County.
MA YF IE I ---- -Jeff G rev
of Hickman has been narr,,,,:.
campaign chairman f,o•
Richard Weisenberger in
bid for re-election to the sta:,.
senate.
Green, a recent gracluatf.
Chase College of Laa, ,O
coordinate campaign .o -
Jeff Greta
tivities for Weisenber,
the six counties of the Fire
Senatorial District.
HUBBARD LEADERSHIP — David Graham, coordinatorin Calloway County in the Hubbard for Governor cam-paign, talks with Edith Noffsinger, chairwoman andCharles L (Leroy) Eldridge, chairman.
In - making the an-
nouncement, Weisenberger
said,"I am delighted to have
Jeff Green join my campaign
and his appointment reflects
my .effort to attract young,
new faces to the political
scene."
Green is the son' of Mrs.
Roland Green of Hickman and
the late Mr. Green. He is a
graduate of Fulton County
High School and Murray State
University.
He currently is seridng as
president of the Fulton
County-Hickman Young
Democratic Club. The 5-year- -
old Fulton County native was
named to "Who's Who in
American Colleges and
Universities."
After taking the state bar
examination next July, he will





General, will campaign in
Murray Thursday, May 10
touring the area and speaking
with voters about emerging
issues pertaining to the at-
torney general's office.
While in Calloway County,
Beshear will discuss such
issues as child abuse, juvenile
crime, and the attorney'
general's role in utility rate
intervention on behalf of the
consumer.
Asking to become "the
people's lawyer," he wants to
improve publies. un-
derstanding of the attorney
general's role in Kentucky
affairs so citizens can more
fully utilize that office.
Beshear, who- heads a
Lexington. law firm, has been




CatiVizfaughlar steers aid Idlers, Ky AP) - BMA -Wady: tows 25) lower, . bulls alleadyslaughter calves and veadas AN* ,
tombers steady
&Buehler steers choice 2-4 171-11111 ii74 0577 a. nuzed good and cholas 2-4 1050-1425 lb 791044.25, atandard mad aced 1-311104400 lb 85.00-71.00,
Slaughter heifers choice 80811811 lb 73.31-75 70, fluxed gaud and choice 34 9004308 lb1031-73.00, standard and good 3-3 140-11X0lb 11 75-79 OD.
Slaughter cow, conunercial 3-6 53 a?3631. utility 14 53 00-511 CO, high dressing511 75-61 25 cutter 1-2 49 ta-54.58
Slaughter bulls 11100 lb 75 00,1-2 1100-1150lb 0036-7300.
Slaughter calves arid vealers choice 160-300 lb rulers 100 00-11100. choice 300i440
Hog Market
ederal-Slate Market News ServiceMay 7, 1479
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog MarketReport Includes 7 Buying StationsReceipts Act 748 Est 600 Barrows &Gilts fully steady Sows steady to $100
41118/8-230 Ita . 14375-4400
1,232111,1211tas 43.50-43.75US )4 140-250 its 14250-43.50US 9-1 2150-VO lts $41504250Sows
US 1-2 T70-350 Ila P700-3000US 1-3 300450 lta 135 09-37 00US 1-3 450-500 lbs 93700.35.00US 1-3 500450 lbs 93000-3900US 3-3 300-500 Its 134 00-35 00Boars 32 00-34 00
2 aim 111.124121; lopipt suers cbuice3/12/2 31 114.00.125.011; VMS lb 10031-
111.31; 4110-631 lb 3131-131.11; 7115456 lb
711.111111.11, 1115-9V lb 73j-77S; tatted
gdac*aste 310.550 ibas ealatoo. soe-
MO b 66,700 Lb 74 SAO 50
$2.34144227S2-10.0e . 10O-1030 lb ft W-
W2; Wars &awe 330-400 lb 90 su-2 00.
riasil pod sad dorm 364-604 2 0000.
KM; IlliTTS nill42.00 good 350-1101 lb
31.11121.11;
lissallt barrows and gills 10-50 higher
1-2 1110436 lb 45 1546 la , 230-280 lb 4490-49 15 211-380 lb 44 25-44 03 2-3 14.5-775 lb43 34-4439,210-275 lb 42 30-43 50 sows 1 50lower 12235.475 lb 37 75-35.00, 475-756 lb





The Kentucky Bureau of
Highways has announced that
a concrete pour on the
Wickliffe-Cairo bridge over
the Ohio River will begin at
9.30 a.m. on Tuesday, May 8,
and close at 9:30 a.m. on
Wednesday, May 9.
During this period, traffic
over the bridge will be limited















DEMOCRAT FOR LIEUTENANT GOVERNOR
You're invited to the First District Rally & Chicken Dinner
Join Richard and his family from Benton for food, fun & music too!
Richard is a 1960 Murray State Graduate
A Former MSU Alumni Assoc. Neiident
A Former State Representative & Chief Executive
Officer to the Governor to name a few!
And he even married a Calloway County gal, Martha Cunningham
Where: Paducah Jaycee Civic Center
When: May 10, 1979...6:30 p.m.
Tickets: $10 Per Person • $15 Per Couple
$1.50 Per Child
Available from Lewis' Calloway Chairmen
Charles Walston 753-9694
Mrs. Dan (Pat) Miller 753-7550
It's time for a Lt. Governor like LEWIS
Pohl Istr brlowis for tl Governor Martin Johnston, Troosurisr 00 Bei 186 fienton KY 42025
DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET Inc. Telephoos,753-!1617
